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Abstract

An important benchmark for multi-party computation protocols (MPC) is their round com-
plexity. For several important MPC tasks, such as broadcast, (tight) lower bounds on the round
complexity are known. However, some of these lower bounds can be circumvented when the
termination round of every party is not a priori known, and simultaneous termination is not
guaranteed. Protocols with this property are called probabilistic-termination (PT) protocols.

Running PT protocols in parallel affects the round complexity of the resulting protocol in
somewhat unexpected ways. For instance, an execution of m protocols with constant expected
round complexity might take O(logm) rounds to complete. In a seminal work, Ben-Or and El-
Yaniv (Distributed Computing ‘03) developed a technique for a parallel execution of arbitrarily
many broadcast protocols, while preserving expected round complexity. More recently, Cohen
et al. (CRYPTO ‘16) devised a framework for universal composition of PT protocols, and
provided the first composable parallel-broadcast protocol with a simulation-based proof. These
constructions crucially rely on the fact that broadcast is “privacy free,” and do not generalize to
arbitrary protocols in a straightforward way. This raises the question of whether it is possible
to execute arbitrary PT protocols in parallel, without increasing the round complexity.

In this paper we tackle this question and provide both feasibility and infeasibility results.
We construct a round-preserving protocol compiler, tolerating any dishonest minority of actively
corrupted parties, that compiles arbitrary protocols into a protocol realizing their parallel com-
position, while having a black-box access to the underlying protocols. Furthermore, we prove
that the same cannot be achieved, using known techniques, given only black-box access to the
functionalities realized by the protocols, unless merely security against semi-honest corruptions
is required, for which case we provide a protocol.

To prove our results, we utilize the language and results by Cohen et al., which we extend
to capture parallel composition and reactive functionalities, and to handle the case of an honest
majority.
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1 Introduction
Secure multi-party computation (MPC) [61, 33] allows a set of parties to jointly perform a compu-
tation on their inputs, in such a way that no coalition of cheating parties can learn any information
beyond what is revealed by their outputs (privacy) or affect the outputs of the computation in
any way other than by choosing their own inputs (correctness). Since the first seminal works
on MPC [61, 33, 6, 13, 56], it has been studied in a variety of different settings and for numer-
ous security notions: There exist protocols secure against passively corrupted (aka semi-honest)
parties and against actively corrupted (aka malicious) parties; the underlying network can be syn-
chronous or asynchronous; and the required security guarantees can be information-theoretic or
computational—to name but a few of the axes along which the MPC task can be evaluated.

The prevalent model for the design of MPC protocols is the synchronous model, where the
protocol proceeds in rounds. In this setting, the round complexity, i.e., the number of rounds it
takes for a protocol to deliver outputs, is arguably the most important efficiency metric. Tight
lower bounds are known on the round complexity of several MPC tasks. For example, for the
well-known problems of Byzantine agreement (BA) and broadcast [53, 48], it is known that any
deterministic protocol against an active attacker corrupting a linear fraction of the parties has
linear round complexity [28, 25]. This result has quite far-reaching consequences as, starting with
the seminal MPC works mentioned above, a common assumption in the design of secure protocols
has been that the parties have access to a broadcast channel, which they potentially invoke in
every round. In reality, such a broadcast channel might not be available and would have to be
implemented by a broadcast protocol designed for a point-to-point network. It follows that even
though the round complexity of many MPC protocols is linear in the multiplicative depth of the
circuit being computed, their actual running time depends on the number of parties, when executed
over point-to-point channels.

The above lower bound on the number rounds for deterministic BA holds even if less than t
parties are cheating, as long as all honest parties are required to complete the protocol together, at
the same round [26]. Indeed, randomized BA protocols that circumvent this lower bound and run
in expected constant number of rounds (e.g., [4, 55, 27, 29, 44, 50]) do not provide simultaneous
termination, i.e., once a party completes the protocol’s execution, it cannot know whether all honest
parties have also terminated or if some honest parties are still running the protocol; in particular,
the termination round of each party is not a priori known. A protocol with this property is said to
have probabilistic termination (PT).

As pointed out by Ben-Or and El-Yaniv [5], when several such PT protocols are executed in
parallel, the expected round complexity of the combined execution might no longer be constant
(specifically, might not be equal to the maximum of the expected running times of the individual
protocols). Indeed, when m protocols, whose termination round is geometrically distributed (and
so, have constant expected round complexity), are run in parallel, the expected number of rounds
that elapse before all of them terminate is Θ(logm) [16]. While an elegant mechanism was proposed
in [5] for implementing parallel calls to broadcast such that the total expected number of rounds
remains constant, it did not provide any guarantees to remain secure under composition, raising
questions about its usability in a higher-level protocol (such as the MPC setting described above).
Such a shortcoming was recently addressed by Cohen et al. [16] who provided a framework for
universal composition of PT protocols (building upon the framework of universal composability [8]).
An application of their result was the first composable protocol for parallel broadcast (with a
simulation-based proof) that can be used for securely replacing broadcast channels in arbitrary
protocols, and whose round complexity is constant in expectation.

Indeed, an immediate application of the composable parallel-broadcast protocol from [16] is
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plugging it into broadcast-model MPC protocols in order to obtain point-to-point protocols with
a round complexity that is independent of the number of parties. In the information-theoretic
setting, this approach yields protocols whose round complexity depends on the depth of the circuit
computing the function [6, 13, 56, 21], whereas in the computational setting, assuming standard
cryptographic assumptions, this approach yields expected-constant-round protocols [47, 3, 23, 41,
2, 32, 34, 51]. However, the resulting point-to-point protocols have probabilistic-termination on
their own. The techniques used for composing PT broadcast protocols in parallel crucially rely on
the fact that broadcast is a privacy-free functionality, and a naïve generalization of this approach
to arbitrary PT protocols fails to be secure. This raises the question of whether it is possible to
execute arbitrary PT protocols in parallel, without increasing the round complexity.

We remark that circumventing lower bounds on round complexity is just one of the areas where
such PT protocols have been successfully used. Indeed, randomizing the termination round has
been proven to be a very useful technique in circumventing impossibilities and improving efficiency
for many cryptographic protocols. Notable examples include non-committing encryption [24], cryp-
tographic protocols designed for rational parties [37, 30, 52, 1, 35, 31], concurrent zero-knowledge
protocols [10, 14], and parallel repetition of interactive arguments [36, 38]. The rich literature on
such protocols motivates a thorough investigation of their security and composability. As men-
tioned above, in [16] the initial foundations were laid out for such an investigation, but what was
proven for arbitrary PT protocols was a round-preserving sequential composition theorem, leaving
parallel composition as an open question.

1.1 Our Contributions

Protocol-black-box composition. In this work, we investigate the issue of parallel composition
for arbitrary protocols with probabilistic termination. In particular, we develop a compiler such
that given functionalities F1, . . . ,FM and protocols π1, . . . , πM, where for every i ∈ [M], protocol πi
realizes Fi (possibly using correlated randomness as setup1), then the compiled protocol realizes
the parallel composition of the functionalities, denoted as (F1 ‖ · · · ‖ FM).

Our compiler uses the underlying protocols in a black-box manner,2 guarantees output delivery
(i.e., secure without abort), and is resilient against a computationally unbounded active adversary,
adaptively corrupting up to t < n/2 parties (which is optimal [56]). Moreover, our compiler is
round-preserving, meaning that if the maximal (expected) round complexity of each protocol is µ,
then the expected round complexity of the compiled protocol is O(µ). For example, if each protocol
πi has constant expected round complexity, then so does the compiled protocol. Recall that this task
is quite complicated even for the simple case of BA ([5, 16]). For arbitrary functionalities it is even
more involved, since as we show, the approach from [5] cannot be applied in a functionally black-box
way in this case.3 Thus, effectively, our result is the first round-preserving parallel composition
result for arbitrary multi-party protocols/tasks with probabilistic termination.

We now describe the ideas underlying our compiler. In [5] (see also [16]), a round-preserving
parallel-broadcast protocol was constructed by iteratively running, for a constant number of rounds,

1A trusted setup phase is needed for implementing broadcast in the honest-majority setting. Note that as shown
in [15, 17], some interesting functions can be computed without such a setup phase.

2Following [40], by a black-box access to a protocol we mean a black-box usage of a semi-honest MPC protocol
computing its next-message function.

3Loosely speaking, a functionally black-box protocol, as defined in [57], is a protocol that can compute a function
f without knowing the code of f , i.e., given only an oracle access to the function f . Note that in this model, each
ideal functionality Fi has an oracle access to the function fi it computes. We note that most MPC protocols, e.g.,
[61, 33, 6], are not functionally black-box, as they need an explicit representation of the function in the form of a
circuit.
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multiple instances of BA protocols (each instance is executed multiple times in parallel, in a batch),
hoping that at least one execution of every BA instance will complete. By choosing the multiplicity
suitably, this would occur with constant probability, and therefore, the process is only needed to
be repeated a constant expected number of times.

At first sight it might seem that this idea can be applied to arbitrary tasks, but this is not the
case. Intuitively, the reason is that if the tasks that we want to compose in parallel have privacy
requirements, then making the parties run them in (parallel) “batches” with the same input might
compromise privacy, since the adversary will be able to use different inputs and learn multiple
outputs of the function(s). This issue is not relevant for broadcast, because it is a “privacy-free”
functionality; the adversary may learn the result of multiple computations using the same inputs
for honest parties, without compromising security.

To cope with the above issue, our parallel-composition compiler generalizes the approach of [5]
in a privacy-preserving manner. At a high level, it wraps the batching technique by an MPC
protocol which restricts the parties to use the same input in all protocols for the same function. In
particular, the compiler is defined in the Setup-Commit-then-Prove hybrid model [11, 42], where the
parties receive private correlated randomness that allows each party to commit to its input values
and later execute multiple instances of every protocol, each time proving that the same input value
is used in all executions.

The constructions in [11, 42] for realizing the Setup-Commit-then-Prove functionality are de-
signed for the dishonest-majority setting and therefore allow for a premature abort. Since we
assume an honest majority, we require security with guaranteed output delivery. A possible way
around would be, as is common in the MPC literature, to restart the protocol upon discovering
some cheating or add for each abort a recovery round; this, however, would induce a linear overhead
(in the number of parties) on the round complexity of the protocol.

Instead, in order to recover from a misbehavior by corrupted parties, we modify the Setup-
Commit-then-Prove functionality and secret-share every committed random string between all the
parties, using an error-correcting secret-sharing scheme (aka robust secret sharing [56, 22, 12]).4
In case a party is identified as cheating, every party broadcasts the share of the committed ran-
domness corresponding to that party, reconstructs the correlated randomness for that party, and
locally computes the messages corresponding to this party in every instance of every protocol. We
also prove that the modified Setup-Commit-then-Prove functionality can be realized in a constant
number of rounds, thus yielding no (asymptotic) overhead on the round complexity of the compiler.
We refer the reader to Section 6.1 for more details.

Functionally black-box composition. Our feasibility result described above shows how to
compute the parallel composition (F1 ‖ · · · ‖ FM) of the functionalities F1, . . . ,FM, given a black-
box access to the protocols π1, . . . , πM. That is, the compiler crucially relies on knowing themessages
(i.e., the transcript) of the protocols’ executions, but it does not need to know how these messages
are generated. Indeed, given the messages of the underlying protocols, it is possible to exploit MPC
techniques to enforce consistency between multiple executions of the protocols.

We proceed to ask whether a similar compiler can be constructed without having access to
the transcripts of the protocols’ executions. Specifically, we investigate the question of whether
there exists a protocol that securely realizes (F1 ‖ · · · ‖ FM) given only black-box access to the
functionalities F1, . . . ,FM, but not to protocols realizing them. Each Fi is modeled as an ideal
functionality that receives the inputs from the parties and returns the output in a probabilistic-

4A (t, n) secret-sharing scheme is error correcting, if the reconstruction algorithm outputs the correct secret even
when up to t shares are arbitrarily modified.
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termination fashion. We note that this question only makes sense if the functionalities F1, . . . ,FM
are not fixed in advance, but belong to some class of functionalities (see [57]), since otherwise a
protocol may always ignore the functionalities F1, . . . ,FM and implement (F1 ‖ · · · ‖ FM) from
scratch. We thus consider M classes of functions C1, . . . , CM, where the i’th ideal functionality Fi has
an oracle access to one of the functions in Ci, denoted as FCii .

When considering semi-honest corruptions, we show that there indeed exists a round-preserving
protocol for parallel composition of arbitrary deterministic functionalities FC11 , . . . ,FCM

M in a func-
tionally black-box manner. The composition follows the “batching-technique” from [5, 16] of in-
voking each functionality FCii multiple times in parallel for a constant number of rounds, such that
with constant probability at least one computation in a batch will successfully produce an output.
The reason that this approach works is that if the adversary follows the protocol, it cannot provide
different inputs to different invocations of FCii . This works for deterministic computations since it
is crucial to ensure that the adversary obtains one output value per batch even if more than one
invocation produces outputs. Note that using standard techniques a randomized functionality can
be reduced to a deterministic one in which each party provides an additional random string ri, and
the functionality uses r1 ⊕ . . .⊕ rn as its random coins. We refer the reader to Section 5 for more
details.

When considering malicious corruptions, we prove that there exist function-classes for which
no “natural” protocol (that is based on any of the known techniques from the literature) can
compute their parallel composition in a round-preserving manner, while accessing the functions in
a black-box way, tolerating even a single adversarial party. More precisely, we consider the function
class C of distributed point functions, consisting of functions fα(x1, x2, λ, . . . , λ) (parametrized by
α ∈ {0, 1}κ, where κ is the security parameter and λ is the empty string) that return α if x1⊕x2 = α
and 0 otherwise. We show that for this class it holds that:

1. Calling to each of the ideal functionalities FCi until termination (i.e., until all parties receive
the output) will not be round-preserving.

2. It is impossible to compute the parallel composition without calling every ideal functionality
(until some parties receive the output).

3. Using the same input value in more than one call to any of the ideal functionalities will break
privacy.

We refer the reader to Section 6.2 for the details of the lower bound.
We phrase our results using the framework for composition of protocols with probabilistic

termination [16], and extend it (a side result of independent interest) to include parallel composition,
reactive functionalities (in order to capture the Setup-Commit-then-Prove functionality), and to
the higher corruption threshold of t < n/2.

Related work. Most relevant to our work are results on compositional aspects of broadcast
protocols with probabilistic termination. Lindell et al. [49] studied sequential composition of
probabilistic-termination Byzantine agreement protocols, and Ben-Or and El-Yaniv [5] a round-
preserving parallel composition of such protocols. A simplification for parallel composition of
probabilistic-termination BA protocols that are based on leader election was presented by Fitzi
and Garay [29], and was used by Katz and Koo [44] for analyzing the exact round complexity of
probabilistic-termination broadcast in the context of secure computation. Cohen et al. [16] studied
probabilistic-termination protocols in the UC framework and constructed a composable parallel-
broadcast protocol with a simulation-based proof.
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Organization of the paper. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we
describe the network model, the basics of the probabilistic-termination framework by Cohen et al.
[16], and other tools that are used throughout the paper. In Section 3 we extend the framework to
the honest-majority setting, and in Section 4 define parallel composition of PT protocols. Section 5
presents the protocol that achieves round-preserving parallel composition for arbitrary function-
alities in a functionally black-box manner against semi-honest adversaries. Section 6 is dedicated
to active corruptions; first, the round-preserving protocol-black-box construction is presented, fol-
lowed by the negative result on round-preserving functionally black-box composition in the case
of active corruptions. For ease of exposition, finer details of the model and PT framework are
presented in the appendix.

2 Model and Preliminaries
In the following, we introduce some necessary notation and terminology. We denote by κ the
security parameter. For n ∈ N, let [n] = {1, · · · , n}. Let poly denote the set of all positive
polynomials, and let PPT denote a probabilistic algorithm that runs in strictly polynomial time.
A function ν : N→ [0, 1] is negligible if ν(κ) < 1/p(κ) for every p ∈ poly and large enough κ. Given
a random variable X, we write x← X to indicate that x is selected according to X.

The statistical distance between two random variables X and Y over a finite set U , de-
noted SD(X,Y ), is defined as 1

2 ·
∑
u∈U |Pr [X = u]− Pr [Y = u]|. Two distribution ensembles

X = {X(κ)}κ∈N and Y = {Y (κ)}κ∈N are statistically close (denoted X s≡ Y ) if SD(X,Y ) ≤ ν(κ)
for a negligible function ν .

2.1 Synchronous Protocols in UC

We consider synchronous protocols in the model of Katz et al. [46], which is designed on top
of the universal composability framework of Canetti [8]. More specifically, we consider n parties
P1, . . . , Pn and a computationally unbounded, adaptive t-adversary that can dynamically corrupt up
to t parties during the protocol execution. Synchronous protocols in [46] are protocols that run in a
hybrid model where parties have access to a simple “clock” functionality Fclock. This functionality
keeps an indicator bit, which is switched once all honest parties request the functionality to do so,
i.e., once all honest parties have completed their operations for the current round. In addition, all
communication is done over bounded-delay secure channels, where each party requests the channel
to fetch messages that are sent to him, such that the adversary is allowed to delay the message
delivery by a bounded and a priori known number of fetch requests. Stated differently, once the
sender has sent some message, it is guaranteed that the message will be delivered within a known
number of activations of the receiver. For simplicity, we assume that every message is delivered
within a single fetch request. A more detailed overview of [46] can be found in Appendix B.

2.2 The Probabilistic-Termination Framework

Cohen et al. [16] extended the UC framework to capture protocols with probabilistic termination,
i.e., protocols without a fixed output round and without simultaneous termination. This section
outlines their techniques; additional details can be found in Appendix C.

Canonical synchronous functionalities. The main idea behind modeling probabilistic termi-
nation is to separate the functionality to be computed from the round complexity that is required for
the computation. The atomic building block in [16] is a functionality template called a canonical
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synchronous functionality (CSF), which is a simple two-round functionality with explicit (one-
round) input and (one-round) output phases. The functionality Fcsf has two parameters: (1) a
(possibly) randomized function f that receives n + 1 inputs (n inputs from the parties and one
additional input from the adversary) and (2) a leakage function l that determines what information
about the input values is leaked to the adversary.

The functionality Fcsf proceeds in two rounds: In the first (input) round, all the parties hand
Fcsf their input values, and in the second (output) round, each party receives its output. Whenever
some input is submitted to Fcsf, the adversary is handed some leakage function of this input; the
adversary can use this leakage for deciding which parties to corrupt and which input values to use
for corrupted parties. Additionally, the adversary is allowed to input an extra message, which—
depending on the function f—might affect the output(s). The detailed description of Fcsf is given
in Figure 7 in Appendix C.1. As a side contribution, in Definition C.1, we extend the definition of
CSF to the reactive setting.

Wrappers and traces. Computation with probabilistic termination is captured by defining
output-round randomizing wrappers. Such wrappers address the issue that while an ideal function-
ality abstractly describes a protocol’s task, it does not describe its round complexity. Each wrapper
is parametrized by a distribution (more precisely, an efficient probabilistic sampling algorithm) D
that may depend on a specific protocol implementing the functionality. The wrapper samples a
round ρterm ← D, by which all parties are guaranteed to receive their outputs. Two wrappers are
considered: The first, denoted Wstrict, ensures in a strict manner that all (honest) parties termi-
nate together in round ρterm; the second, denoted Wflex, is more flexible and allows the adversary
to deliver outputs to individual parties at any time before round ρterm. The detailed descriptions
of the two wrappers can be found in Appendix C.4.

As pointed out in [16], it is not sufficient to inform the simulator S about the round ρterm. In
many cases, the wrapper should explain to S how this round was sampled; concretely, the wrapper
provides S with the random coins that are used to sample ρterm. In particular, S learns the entire
trace of calls to ideal functionalities that are made by the protocol in order to complete by round
ρterm. A trace basically records which hybrids were called by a protocol’s execution, and in a
recursive way, for each hybrid, which hybrids would have been called by a protocol realizing that
hybrid. The recursion ends when the base case is reached, i.e., when the protocol is defined using
the atomic functionalities that are “assumed” by the model.5 We refer the reader to Appendix C.3
for further intuition and an illustrating example, and formally define a trace as follows:

Definition 2.1 (Traces). A trace is a rooted tree of depth at least 1, in which all nodes are labeled
by functionalities and where every node’s children are ordered. The root and all internal nodes are
labeled by wrapped CSFs (by either of the two wrappers), and the leaves are labeled by unwrapped
CSFs. The trace complexity of a trace T , denoted ctr(T ), is the number of leaves in T . Moreover,
denote by flextr(T ) the number nodes labeled by flexibly wrapped CSFs in T .

In this work, we consider an augmented definition of traces, which allows parallel calls to ideal
functionalities at the same round. Specifically, a trace is augmented with another (potentially
empty) layer of nodes, such that each leaf, in the original definition of a trace, may have a list of
(unordered) children. The trace complexity is defined as in Definition 2.1, as the number of original
leaves (before augmenting with unsorted node-lists). We note that the composition theorems (be-
low) trivially extend to use this augmented definition of a trace. To simplify notations, we denote

5The atomic functionalities considered in this work are the CSFs for the point-to-point communication function-
ality Fsmt and the correlated-randomness functionality for broadcast Fcorr-bc.
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by [F1, . . . ,Fm] the node with unordered list of children F1, . . . ,Fm (modeling a parallel call to
these functionalities). We will also denote by(([

[F1]k , . . . , [Fm]k
])l)

a trace consisting of l (ordered) sequences of leaves, each augmented with an (unordered) list of k
nodes of each Fi. This corresponds to l sequential calls to k parallel instances of each Fi.

Sequential composition of probabilistic-termination protocols. When a set of parties
execute a probabilistic-termination protocol, or equivalently, invoke a flexibly wrapped CSF, they
might get out-of-sync and start the next protocol in different rounds. The approach in [16] for
dealing with sequential composition is to start by designing simpler protocols, that are in a so-
called synchronous normal form, where the parties remain in-sync throughout the execution, and
next, compile these protocols into slack-tolerant protocols.

Definition 2.2 (Synchronous normal form). Let F1, . . . ,Fm be canonical synchronous functional-
ities. A synchronous protocol π in the (F1, . . . ,Fm)-hybrid model is in synchronous normal form
(SNF) if in every round exactly one ideal functionality Fi is invoked by all honest parties, and in
addition, no honest party hands inputs to other CSFs before this instance halts.

SNF protocols are designed as an intermediate step only, since the hybrid functionalities F1, . . . ,Fm
are two-round CSFs and, in general, cannot be realized by real-world protocols. In order to obtain
protocols that can be realized in the real world, [16] introduced slack-tolerant variants of both the
strict and the flexible wrappers, denoted Wsl-strict and Wsl-flex. These wrappers are parametrized
by a slack parameter c ≥ 0 and can be used even if parties provide inputs within c+ 1 consecutive
rounds (i.e., they tolerate input slack of c rounds); furthermore, the wrappers ensure that all honest
parties obtain output within two consecutive rounds (i.e., they reduce the slack to c = 1). The
detailed definitions of the slack-tolerant wrappers are given in Appendix C.5. In order to convert
SNF protocols into protocols that realize functionalities with slack tolerance, [16] constructed a
deterministic-termination compiler Compdt, a probabilistic-termination compiler Comppt, and a
probabilistic-termination with slack-reduction compiler Compptr. Loosely speaking, the composition
theorems provide the following guarantees:

1. If an SNF protocol π realizes a wrapped CSF WD
strict(F) in the (F1, . . . ,Fm)-hybrid model,

then Compcdt(π) realizes WD′,c
sl-strict(F) in the (WD1,c

sl-strict(F1), . . . ,WDm,c
sl-strict(Fm))-hybrid model

(where D′ is defined using D,D1, . . . , Dm).

2. If an SNF protocol π realizes a wrapped CSF WD
strict(F) in the (F1, . . . ,Fm)-hybrid model,

then Compcpt(π) realizesWD′,c
sl-flex(F) in the (WD1,c

sl (F1), . . . ,WDm,c
sl (Fm))-hybrid model (where

WDi,c
sl (Fi) is WDi,c

sl-flex(Fi) if i ∈ I and WDi,c
sl-strict(Fi) if i /∈ I, given a subset I ⊆ [m] (of indices)

of functionalities to be wrapped using the flexible wrapper).

3. If an SNF protocol π realizes a wrapped CSF WD
flex(F) in the (F1, . . . ,Fm)-hybrid model,

then Compcptr(π) realizesWD′,c
sl-flex(F) in the (WD1,c

sl (F1), . . . ,WDm,c
sl (Fm))-hybrid model (where

WDi,c
sl (Fi) is WDi,c

sl-flex(Fi) if i ∈ I and WDi,c
sl-strict(Fi) if i /∈ I, for a subset I as above).

The compilers maintain the security and the asymptotic (expected) round complexity of the original
SNF protocols. At the same time, the compilers take care of any potential slack that is introduced
by the protocol and ensure that the resulting protocol can be safely executed even if the parties do
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not start the protocol simultaneously. More precise descriptions of the compilers can be found in
Appendix C.6. As a side contribution, we extend this framework to the honest-majority setting in
Appendix 3.

Finally, in [16], the authors also provided protocols for realizing wrapped variants of the atomic
CSF functionality for secure point-to-point communication. This suggested the following design
paradigm for realizing a wrapped functionality Wsl-strict(F) (resp., Wsl-flex(F)): First, construct
an SNF protocol for realizing Wstrict(F) (resp., Wflex(F)) using CSF hybrids F1, . . . ,Fm. Next,
for each of the non-atomic hybrids Fi, show how to realize Wstrict(Fi) (resp., Wflex(Fi)) using
CSF hybrids F′1, . . . ,F′m′ . Proceed in this manner until all CSF hybrids are atomic functionalities.
Finally, repeated applications of the composition theorems above yield a protocol for Wsl-strict(F)
(resp., Wsl-flex(F)) using only atomic functionalities as hybrids.

2.3 A Lemma on Termination Probabilities

The following lemma, which will be used in our positive results, provides a constant lower bound
on the probability that when running simultaneously (i.e., in parallel) N copies of M probabilistic-
termination protocols π1, . . . , πM, at least one copy of each πi will complete after R rounds, for
suitable choices of N and R.

Lemma 2.3. Let M, N, R ∈ N. For i ∈ [M] and j ∈ [N], let Xij be independent random variables over
the natural numbers, such that Xi1, . . . , XiN are identically distributed with expectation µi. Denote
Yi = min{Xi1, . . . , XiN} and µ = max{µ1, . . . , µM}. Then, for any constant 0 < ε < 1, if R > µ and
N > log(M/ε)

log(R/µ) , it holds that Pr [∀i : Yi < R] ≥ 1− ε.

Proof. First, notice that

Pr[∃i : Yi ≥ R] ≤
∑
i∈[M]

Pr[Yi ≥ R]

≤
∑
i∈[M]

∏
j∈[N]

Pr[Xij ≥ R]


(∗)
≤

∑
i∈[M]

∏
j∈[N]

(
µj
R

)
≤

∑
i∈[M]

∏
j∈[N]

(
µ

R

)
= M ·

(
µ

R

)N
,

where (∗) follows from Markov’s inequality. Therefore,

Pr[∀i : Yi < R] = 1− Pr[∃i : Yi ≥ R] ≥ 1− M ·
(
µ

R

)N
.

Finally, since R > µ it holds that 1 > µ/R. Therefore, for constant 0 < ε < 1, by setting

N >
log(M/ε)
log(R/µ) ,

it holds that
Pr[∀i : Yi < R] ≥ 1− M ·

(
µ

R

)N
≥ 1− ε.
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3 Probabilistic Termination with an Honest Majority
In this section, we extend the probabilistic-termination framework [16] (that was defined for the
2/3-majority setting) to the honest-majority regime.

3.1 Fast Sequential Composition

The composition theorems from [16] are defined for t < n/3 (as they focused on perfect secu-
rity). When moving to the honest-majority setting, i.e., t < n/2, the compilers and composition
theorems follow in a straightforward way. The main difference lies in the usage of the Bracha-
termination technique (specifically, in Theorem 3.2), where the “termination messages” in the
compiled protocol π′ = Compcptr(π,D1, . . . , Dm, I) must be authenticated. Therefore, there is an
additional hybrid functionality that is required for generating correlated randomness to be used
for authenticating messages. If information-theoretic security is required, correlated randomness
for information-theoretic signatures [54] can be used, whereas if computational security suffices, a
public-key infrastructure (PKI) can be used.

Correlated Randomness. The correlated-randomness functionality, parametrized by a dis-
tribution D, is defined as follows. The function to compute is fcorr(λ, . . . , λ, a) = (R1, . . . , Rn),
where (R1, . . . , Rn)← D, and the leakage function is lcorr(λ, . . . , λ) = ⊥. We denote by FDcorr
the functionality Fcsf when parametrized with the above functions fcorr and lcorr. We denote
by Fcorr-bc the functionality FDbc

corr, where Dbc is the distribution for correlated randomness
needed for information-theoretic broadcast [54], and by Fpki functionality FDpki

corr, where Dpki is
the distribution for correlated randomness needed for a public-key infrastructure using standard
digital signatures.

We state without proof the composition theorems for the honest-majority setting. The proofs follow
in similar lines to [16]. See Appendix C.6 for additional details including the definition of full-trace.

Theorem 3.1. Let F,F1, . . . ,Fm be canonical synchronous functionalities, let t < n/2, and let π
be an SNF protocol that UC-realizes WD

strict(F), with information-theoretic (resp., computational)
security, in the (F1, . . . ,Fm)-hybrid model, for some depth-1 distribution D, in the presence of an
adaptive, malicious t-adversary, and assuming that all honest parties receive their inputs at the same
round. Let D1, . . . , Dm be arbitrary distributions over traces, let Dfull = full-trace(D,D1, . . . , Dm),
and let c ≥ 0.

Then, protocol π′ = Compcdt(π,D1, . . . , Dm) UC-realizes WDfull,c
sl-strict(F), with information-theoretic

(resp., computational) security, in the (WD1,c
sl-strict(F1), . . . ,WDm,c

sl-strict(Fm))-hybrid model, in the pres-
ence of an adaptive, malicious t-adversary, assuming that all honest parties receive their inputs
within c+ 1 consecutive rounds.

Furthermore, the expected round complexity of the compiled protocol π′ is

Bc ·
∑
i∈[m]

di · E[ctr(Ti)],

where di is the expected number of calls in π to hybrid Fi, Ti is a trace sampled from Di, and
Bc = 3c+ 1 is the blow-up factor.

Theorem 3.2. Let F,F1, . . . ,Fm be canonical synchronous functionalities, let t < n/2, and let
π be an SNF protocol that UC-realizes WD

flex(F), with information-theoretic (resp., computational)
security, in the (F1, . . . ,Fm)-hybrid model, for some depth-1 distribution D, in the presence of an
adaptive, malicious t-adversary, and assuming that all honest parties receive their inputs at the same
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round. Let I ⊆ [m] be the subset (of indices) of functionalities to be wrapped using the flexible wrap-
per, let D1, . . . , Dm be arbitrary distributions over traces, denote Dfull = full-trace(D,D1, . . . , Dm),
and let c ≥ 0. Assume that F and Fi, for every i ∈ I, are public-output functionalities.

Then, the compiled protocol π′ = Compcptr(π,D1, . . . , Dm, I) UC-realizes WDfull,c
sl-flex (F), with

information-theoretic (resp., computational) security, in the (Fcorr-bc,W(F1), . . . ,W(Fm))-hybrid
model, where W(Fi) = WDi,c

sl-flex(Fi) if i ∈ I and W(Fi) = WDi,c
sl-strict(Fi) if i /∈ I, in the presence

of an adaptive, malicious t-adversary, assuming that all honest parties receive their inputs within
c+ 1 consecutive rounds.

Furthermore, the expected round complexity of the compiled protocol π′ is

Bc ·
∑
i∈[m]

di · E[ctr(Ti)] + 2 ·
∑
i∈[m]

di · E[flextr(Ti)] + 2,

where di is the expected number of calls in π to hybrid Fi, Ti is a trace sampled from Di, and
Bc = 3c+ 1 is the blow-up factor.

Theorem 3.3. Let F,F1, . . . ,Fm be canonical synchronous functionalities, let t < n/2, and let π
be an SNF protocol that UC-realizes WD

strict(F), with information-theoretic (resp., computational)
security, in the (F1, . . . ,Fm)-hybrid model, for some depth-1 distribution D, in the presence of an
adaptive, malicious t-adversary, and assuming that all honest parties receive their inputs at the same
round. Let I ⊆ [m] be the subset (of indices) of functionalities to be wrapped using the flexible wrap-
per, let D1, . . . , Dm be arbitrary distributions over traces, denote Dfull = full-trace(D,D1, . . . , Dm),
and let c ≥ 0. Assume that F and Fi, for every i ∈ I, are public-output functionalities.

Then, the compiled protocol π′ = Compcpt(π,D1, . . . , Dm, I) UC-realizes WDfull,c
sl-flex (F), with

information-theoretic (resp., computational) security, in the (W(F1), . . . ,W(Fm))-hybrid model,
where W(Fi) = WDi,c

sl-flex(Fi) if i ∈ I and W(Fi) = WDi,c
sl-strict(Fi) if i /∈ I, in the presence of an

adaptive, malicious t-adversary, assuming that all honest parties receive their inputs within c + 1
consecutive rounds.

Furthermore, the expected round complexity of the compiled protocol π′ is

Bc ·
∑
i∈[m]

di · E[ctr(Ti)] + 2 ·
∑
i∈[m]

di · E[flextr(Ti)],

where di is the expected number of calls in π to hybrid Fi, Ti is a trace sampled from Di, and
Bc = 3c+ 1 is the blow-up factor.

3.2 Fast Parallel Broadcast

Cohen et al. [16], based on Hirt and Zikas [39], defined the unfair parallel-broadcast functionality, in
which the functionality informs the adversary which messages it received, and allows the adversary,
based on this information, to corrupt senders and replace their input messages.

Unfair Parallel Broadcast. In the unfair-parallel-broadcast functionality, each party Pi
with input xi distributes its input to all the parties. The adversary is allowed to learn the
content of each input value from the leakage function (and so it can corrupt parties and
change their messages prior to their distribution, based on this information). The function
to compute is fupbc(x1, . . . , xn, a) = ((x1, . . . , xn), . . . , (x1, . . . , xn)) and the leakage function is
lupbc(x1, . . . , xn) = (x1, . . . , xn). We denote by Fupbc the functionality Fcsf when parametrized
with the above functions fupbc and lupbc.

The protocol of Katz and Koo [45] realizes (a wrapped version of) Fupbc when the parties have
correlated-randomness setup. The following result follows.
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Theorem 3.4. Let c ≥ 0 and t < n/2. There exists an efficiently sampleable distribution D such
that the functionality WD,c

sl-flex(Fupbc) has an expected constant round complexity, and can be UC-
realized in the (Fsmt,Fcorr-bc)-hybrid model, with information-theoretic security, in the presence
of an adaptive, malicious t-adversary, assuming that all honest parties receive their inputs within
c+ 1 consecutive rounds.

The parallel-broadcast functionality is similar to the unfair version, except that the adversary
cannot corrupt parties based on the messages they send.

Parallel Broadcast. In the parallel-broadcast functionality, each party Pi with input xi
distributes its input to all the parties. Unlike the unfair version, the adversary only learns
the length of the honest parties’ messages before their distribution, i.e., the leakage function
is lpbc(x1, . . . , xn) = (|x1| , . . . , |xn|). It follows that the adversary cannot use the leaked infor-
mation in a meaningful way when deciding which parties to corrupt. The function to compute
is identical to the unfair version, i.e., fpbc(x1, . . . , xn, a) = ((x1, . . . , xn), . . . , (x1, . . . , xn)). We
denote by Fpbc the functionality Fcsf when parametrized with the above functions fpbc and lpbc.

We next show how to realize the parallel-broadcast functionality Fpbc in the Fupbc-hybrid model,
in the honest-majority setting. The construction follows [16], where the only difference is that for
t < n/2, perfectly correct error-correcting secret sharing (see Definition A.1) cannot be achieved,
and a negligible error probability is introduced. We describe this protocol, denoted πpbc, in Figure 1.

Protocol πpbc

1. In the first round, upon receiving (input, sid, xi) with xi ∈ V from the environment, Pi secret
shares xi using a (t, n) error-correcting secret sharing scheme, (x1

i , . . . , x
n
i ) ← Share(xi). Next,

Pi sends for every party Pj its share (sid, xji ). Denote by x̃ij the value received from Pj (replace
invalid/missing values by zero).

2. In the second round, Pi broadcasts the values xi = (x̃i1, . . . , x̃in) using the unfair parallel-
broadcast functionality, i.e., Pi sends (input, sid,xi) to Fupbc. Denote by yj = (yj1, . . . , yjn) the
value received from Pj (replace invalid/missing values by zero). Next, Pi reconstructs all the
input values, i.e., for every j ∈ [n] computes yj = Recon(y1

j , . . . , y
n
j ) (in case yj = ⊥ set yj ← 0),

and outputs (output, sid, (y1, . . . , yn)) .

Figure 1: The parallel-broadcast protocol, in the (Fpsmt,Fupbc)-hybrid model

Theorem 3.5. Let c ≥ 0 and t < n/2. There exists an efficiently sampleable distribution D such
that the functionality WD,c

sl-flex(Fpbc) has an expected constant round complexity, and can be UC-
realized in the (Fsmt,Fcorr-bc)-hybrid model, with information-theoretic security, in the presence
of an adaptive malicious t-adversary, assuming that all honest parties receive their inputs within
c+ 1 consecutive rounds.

The proof of the theorem follows in the same lines of the proof of [16, Thm. 5.6].

3.3 Fast SFE in the Point-to-Point Model

We conclude this section by showing how to construct a UC-secure SFE protocol which computes a
given circuit in expected O(d) rounds, independently of the number of parties, in the point-to-point
channels model. The protocol is obtained by taking the protocol of Cramer et al. [21], denoted πsfe.
This protocol relies on (parallel) broadcast and (parallel) point-to-point channels, and therefore it
can be described in the (Fpsmt,Fpbc)-hybrid model.
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Theorem 3.6. Let f be an n-party function, let C an arithmetic circuit computing f with multi-
plicative depth d, let c ≥ 0, and let t < n/2. Then, there exists an efficiently sampleable distribution
D such that the functionality WD,c

sl-flex(Ffsfe) has round complexity O(d) in expectation, and can be
UC-realized in the (Fsmt,Fcorr-bc)-hybrid model, with information-theoretic security, in the pres-
ence of an adaptive, malicious t-adversary, assuming that all honest parties receive their inputs
within c+ 1 consecutive rounds.

Using an adaptively secure constant-round MPC in the broadcast model, such as the protocol
of Damgård and Ishai [23] (or the two-round protocol that exists under stronger assumptions [20]),
we obtain expected-constant-round MPC over point-to-point channels.

Theorem 3.7. Let f be an n-party function, let c ≥ 0, let t < n/2, and assume that one-way func-
tions exist. Then, there exists an efficiently sampleable distribution D such that the functionality
WD,c

sl-flex(Ffsfe) has round complexity O(1) in expectation, and can be UC-realized in the (Fsmt,Fpki)-
hybrid model, with computational security, in the presence of an adaptive, malicious t-adversary,
assuming that all honest parties receive their inputs within c+ 1 consecutive rounds.

4 Functionally Black-Box Protocols and Parallel Composition
In this section, we extend the probabilistic-termination framework [16] to capture the notions of
functionally black-box protocols [57] and of parallel composition of canonical synchronous function-
alities.

Functionally black-box protocols. Most MPC protocols in the literature explicitly require a
representation of the function to be computed, usually in the form a Boolean circuit, an arithmetic
circuit, or a RAM program. This representation is a common parameter to the protocol and is
known to all of the parties. Rosulek [57] asked whether this is inherent or if it possible to securely
compute a function without “knowing its code.” Specifically, Rosulek [57] defined functionally
black-box (FBB) protocols, in which the parties compute a function from within some function
class, where each party is given only a local oracle access to the function (i.e., the party can query
the oracle to learn the evaluation of the function on inputs of its choice). A feasibility result for
semi-honest two-party FBB protocols was given in [57] for a class of functions related to blind
signatures, as well as an impossibility result (that was strengthened in [43]) ruling out generic FBB
protocols, also in the semi-honest case.

Looking ahead, in Sections 5 and 6.2 we consider parallel composition of FBB computations.
That is, given public function-classes C1, . . . , CM and (hidden) functions gi ∈ Ci, each party is given
a local oracle access to g1, . . . , gM (as in [57]), but in addition the parties can globally use M ideal
functionalities to jointly compute each gi; every ideal functionality is parametrized by a function
class Ci and is given an oracle access to the corresponding gi. Because the parties can use an ideal
functionality to compute each gi, the impossibility results from [57, 43] do not apply, and indeed,
in Section 5 we show that in the semi-honest setting it is possible to compose in parallel FBB
computations in a round-preserving manner. In Section 6.2 we extend the technique from [43] to
rule out round-preserving FBB parallel composition in the malicious setting.

We formalize the notion of functionally black-box protocols of Rosulek [57] in the language
of canonical synchronous functionalities. As in [57], we focus on secure function evaluation. The
SFE functionality Fgsfe (see Section C.1), parametrized by an n-party function g, is defined as
the CSF Ffsfe,lsfe

csf , where fsfe(x1, . . . , xn, a) = g(x1, . . . , xn) (i.e., computes the function g while
ignoring the adversary’s input a) and the leakage function is lsfe(x1, . . . , xn) = (|x1|, . . . , |xn|). The
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following definition explains what we mean by a protocol that realizes the secure function evaluation
functionality in a black-box way with respect to the function g.

Definition 4.1. Let C = {g : ({0, 1}∗)n → ({0, 1}∗)n} be a class of n-party functions. Denote
by FCsfe the CSF, implemented as an (uninstantiated) oracle machine that in order to compute
fCsfe(x1, . . . , xn, a), queries the oracle with (x1, . . . , xn) and stores the response (y1, . . . , yn). The
leakage function lsfe(x1, . . . , xn) = (|x1|, . . . , |xn|) is unchanged.

Then, a protocol π = (π1, . . . , πn) is a functionally black-box (FBB) protocol for (a wrapped
version of) FCsfe, if for every f ∈ C, the protocol πf = (πf1 , . . . , πfn) UC-realizes Ffsfe.

Parallel composition of CSFs. The parallel composition of CSFs is defined in a natural way
as the CSF that evaluates the corresponding functions in parallel.

Definition 4.2. Let f1, . . . , fM be n-input functions. We define the (n ·M)-input function (f1 ‖ · · · ‖
fM) as follows. Upon input (x1, . . . ,xn), where each xi is an M-tuple (x1

i , . . . , x
M
i ), the output is the

M-tuple defined as

(f1 ‖ · · · ‖ fM)(x1, . . . ,xn) =
(
(y1

1, . . . , y
M
1), . . . , (y1

n, . . . , y
M
n)
)
,

where (yj1, . . . , yjn) = fj(xj1, . . . , xjn).
Let Ff1,l1

csf , . . . ,FfM,lM
csf be CSFs and denote Fi = Ffi,licsf . The parallel composition of F1, . . . ,FM,

denoted as (F1 ‖ · · · ‖ FM), is the CSF defined by the function (f1 ‖ · · · ‖ fM) and the leakage
function (l1 ‖ · · · ‖ lM).

5 Round-Preserving Parallel Composition: Passive Security
In this section, we show that round-preserving parallel composition is feasible, in a functionally
black-box manner, facing semi-honest adversaries. The underlying idea of our protocol πpfbb (stand-
ing for parallel functionally black-box), formally presented in Figure 2, is based on a simplified form
of the parallel-broadcast protocol of Ben-Or and El-Yaniv [5]. The protocol proceeds in iterations,
where in each iteration, the parties invoke, in parallel and using the same input values, suffi-
ciently many instances of each (oracle-aided) ideal functionality, but only for a constant number
of rounds. If some party received an output in at least one invocation of every ideal functionality,
it distributes all output values and the protocol completes; otherwise, the protocol resumes with
another iteration. This protocol retains privacy for deterministic functions with public output,6
since the adversary is semi-honest, and so corrupted parties will provide the same input values to
all instances of each ideal functionality.

Intuitively, during the simulation of the protocol, the simulator should imitate every call for
every ideal functionality toward the adversary. A subtle issue is that in order to do so, the simulator
must know the exact trace that is sampled by each instance of each ideal functionality during the
execution of the real protocol. Therefore, it is indeed essential for the simulator to receive the
random coins used to sample the trace for the entire protocol, by the ideal functionality computing
the parallel composition (see Section 2.2). By defining the trace-distribution sampler in a way that
consists of all (potential) sub-traces for every instance of every ideal functionality, the simulator
can induce the exact random coins used to sample the correct sub-trace for every ideal functionality
that is invoked.

6Although the result holds for deterministic functionalities, we note that using standard techniques every func-
tionality can be transformed to an equivalent deterministic functionality in a black-box way.
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Protocol πpfbb(N, R, L)

1. Each party Pi, upon receiving (input, sid,xi) with xi = (x1
i , . . . , x

M
i ), initializes the iteration

index α← 0.

2. Initiate (in parallel) N instances of every ideal functionality WDj

flex(FCj

sfe) as follows:

(a) For every j ∈ [M] and k ∈ [N], send (input, sidj,k̃, x
j
i ) to WDj

flex(FCj

sfe) (where k̃ = α · N + k

and sidj,k̃ = sid ◦ j ◦ k̃).
(b) Execute for rounds ρ = 1, . . . , R:

i. Every party Pi sends (fetch-output, sidj,k̃) to WDj

flex(FCj

sfe).
ii. If received (output, sidj,k̃, yj) with yj 6= ⊥, add yj to the (initially empty) set Sji .

(c) If for every j ∈ [M], Sji 6= ∅, then set y = (y1, . . . , yM), where yj ∈ Sji is arbitrarily chosen,
and send (sid,y) to all parties.

(d) If Pi received a value (sid,y) from some party, it outputs (output, sid,y) and halts. Else,
set α← α+ 1. If α < L, goto Step 2; else, output ⊥ and halt.

Figure 2: FBB parallel composition in the (Fsmt,WD1
flex(FC1sfe), . . . ,WDM

flex(FCM
sfe))-hybrid model

Theorem 5.1. Let C1, . . . , CM be deterministic function-classes with public output, let FC1sfe, . . . ,FCM
sfe

be oracle-aided secure function evaluation functionalities, and let t < n/2. Let D1, . . . , DM be
distributions, such that for every j ∈ [M], the round complexity of WDj

flex(FCjsfe) has expectation µj.
Denote µ = max{µ1, . . . , µM}.

Then, there exists a distribution D with expectation µ′ = O(µ) such thatWD
flex(FC1sfe ‖ · · · ‖ FCM

sfe)
can be UC-realized by an FBB protocol in the (Fsmt,WD1

flex(FC1sfe), . . . ,WDM
flex(FCM

sfe))-hybrid model, with
information-theoretic security, in the presence of an adaptive, semi-honest t-adversary, assuming
that all honest parties receive their inputs at the same round.

In particular, if for every j ∈ [M], the expectation µj is constant, then µ′ is constant.

The proof of Theorem 5.1 follows immediately from the following lemma.

Lemma 5.2. Consider the notations in Theorem 5.1 and let 0 < ε < 1.
Then, for any R > µ, N > log(M/ε)

log(R/µ) and L = poly(κ), protocol πpfbb(N, R, L) is an FBB proto-
col for WDpfbb

flex (FC1sfe ‖ · · · ‖ FCM
sfe), for a distribution Dpfbb with expectation µpfbb = O(R), in the

(Fsmt,WD1
flex(FC1sfe), . . . ,WDM

flex(FCM
sfe))-hybrid model, with information-theoretic security, in the pres-

ence of an adaptive, semi-honest t-adversary, assuming that all honest parties receive their inputs
at the same round.

Proof. We start by defining the sampling algorithm for the distribution Dpfbb, parametrized by
N, R, L, and distributions D1, . . . , DM. The sampler initially sets α ← 0 and a trace T with a root
labeled by WDpfbb

flex (FC1sfe ‖ · · · ‖ FCM
sfe) and no children. Next, independently sample traces T k̃j ← Dj ,

for j ∈ [M] and k ∈ [N] (where k̃ = α · N + k), and append(([[
WD1

flex(FC1sfe)
]N
, . . . ,

[
WDM

flex(FCM
sfe)

]N])R
,Fpsmt

)

to the (initially empty) ordered set of leaves of the trace T (i.e., calling sequentially R times, to N
parallel instances of each of the functionalities WDj

flex(FCjsfe) (for every j ∈ [M]), followed by a call to
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Fpsmt). If for every j ∈ [M], there exists k ∈ [N], such that ctr(T k̃j ) < R, then output T and halt.
Else, set α← α+ 1. If α < L, repeat the sampling process; otherwise output T and halt.

Following Lemma 2.3, for R > µ and N > log(M/c)
log(R/µ) , it holds that in every iteration, at least

one invocation of WDj
flex(FCjsfe) will produce output, for every j ∈ [M], with a constant probability.

It follows that the expected number of iterations until all honest parties receive output and the
protocol terminates is constant, and since each iteration consists ofO(R) rounds, the entire execution
completes within O(R) rounds in expectation, as required. The failure probability that the protocol
will not terminate within L = poly(κ) iterations is negligible.

Let A be a semi-honest adversary, we now construct a simulator S for A. Initially, S sets the
values α ← 0 and y ← ⊥, and starts by receiving leakage messages (leakage, sid, Pi, (l1, . . . , lM))
and a trace message (trace, sid, T ) from WDpfbb

flex (FC1sfe ‖ · · · ‖ FCM
sfe), where T is a depth-1 trace of

the form ((([[
WD1

flex(FC1sfe)
]N
, . . . ,

[
WDM

flex(FCM
sfe)

]N])R
,Fpsmt

)q)

(i.e., q iterations of calling sequentially R times, to N parallel instances of eachWDj
flex(FCjsfe), for every

j ∈ [M], followed by a call to Fpsmt). More precisely, S receives the coins that were used by the
functionality WDpfbb

flex (FC1sfe ‖ · · · ‖ FCM
sfe) to sample the trace T and using these coins, S samples the

same traces T k̃j that were used to define T .
In order to simulate the α’th iteration, S sends the message (leakage, sidj,k̃, Pi, lj) to A, for

every j ∈ [M], every k ∈ [N], and every honest Pi (where k̃ = α ·N+k), and receives (input, sidj,k̃, x
j
i )

from A on behalf of every corrupted party Pi. Since A is semi-honest, it holds that the same xji
is used for each corrupted party Pi in all instances of the functionality WDj

flex(FCjsfe). In the first
iteration, S sends to WDpfbb

flex (FC1sfe ‖ · · · ‖ FCM
sfe), on behalf of every corrupted party Pi, the message

(input, sid,xi), with xi = (x1
i , . . . , x

M
i ). When A sends (fetch-output, sidj,k̃) requests in round ρ,

S answers with ⊥ if ctr(T k̃j ) < ρ, and with (output, sidj,k̃, yj) otherwise, where y = (y1, . . . , yM); if
y = ⊥ (i.e., on the first time), send (early-output, sid, Pi) to WDpfbb

flex (FC1sfe ‖ · · · ‖ FCM
sfe), receive

(output, sid,y) and store y = (y1, . . . , yM). In case A sends (early-output, sidj,k̃, Pi), for some
corrupted Pi, send (output, sidj,k̃, yj) to A. If the simulated protocol completes during the α’th
iteration, S sends (early-output, sid, Pi) to the functionality WDpfbb

flex (FC1sfe ‖ · · · ‖ FCM
sfe) on behalf

of every party.
Proving that no environment can distinguish between its view in an execution of πpfbb in the

(Fsmt,WD1
flex(FC1sfe), . . . ,WDM

flex(FCM
sfe))-hybrid model, and its view when interacting with S in the ideal

computation of WDpfbb
flex (FC1sfe ‖ · · · ‖ FCM

sfe), follows via a standard hybrid argument. Starting with
the execution of πpfbb, the invocations of the ideal functionalities WD1

flex(FC1sfe), . . . ,WDM
flex(FCM

sfe) are
replaced, one-by-one, with the answers of the simulator S. Since S perfectly emulates each such
call using the trace it received from the ideal functionality WDpfbb

flex (FC1sfe ‖ · · · ‖ FCM
sfe), it follows

immediately that the views of the environment in two neighboring hybrids are indistinguishable;
therefore, the view of the environment in the simulation is indistinguishable from its view in the
execution of πpfbb.

6 Round-Preserving Parallel Composition: Active Security
In this section, we consider security against active adversaries. First, in Section 6.1, we show how to
compute the parallel composition of probabilistic-termination functionalities, in a round-preserving
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manner, using a black-box access to protocols realizing the individual functionalities. In Section 6.2,
we investigate the question of whether there exists a functionally black-box round-preserving ma-
licious protocol for the parallel composition of probabilistic-termination functionalities, and show
that for a natural extension of protocols, following the techniques from [5], this is not the case—i.e.,
there exist functions such that no such protocol with black-box access to them can compute their
parallel composition, in a round-preserving manner, tolerating even a single adversarial party.

6.1 Feasibility of Round-Preserving Parallel Composition

In this section, we show how to compile multiple protocols, realizing probabilistic-termination
functionalities, into a single protocol that realizes the parallel composition of the functionalities, in
a round-preserving manner, and while only using black-box access to the underlying protocols. We
start by providing a high-level description of the compiler.

The compiler receives as input protocols π1, . . . , πM, where each protocol πj is defined in the
point-to-point model, in which the parties are given correlated randomness in a secure setup phase,
i.e., in the (Fsmt,F

Dcorr
j

corr)-hybrid model.7 It follows that the next-message function for each party
in each protocol is a deterministic function that receives the input value, correlated randomness,
private randomness, and history of incoming messages, and outputs a vector of nmessages to be sent
in the following round (one message for each party); we denote by fπj ,inxt-msg the next-message function
for party Pi in protocol πj . In particular, we note that the entire transcript of the protocol is fixed
once the input value, correlated randomness, and private randomness of each party are determined.

The underlying ideas of the compiler are inspired by the constructions in [5, 16], where a round-
preserving parallel-broadcast protocol was constructed by iteratively running, for a constant number
of rounds, multiple instances of BA protocols (each instance is executed multiple times in parallel),
until at least one execution of every BA instance is completed. This approach is indeed suitable for
computing “privacy-free” functionalities (such as broadcast), where the adversary may learn the
result of multiple computations using the same inputs for honest parties, without compromising
security. However, when considering the parallel composition of arbitrary functions, running two
instances of a protocol using the same input values will violate privacy, since the adversary can use
different inputs to learn multiple outputs of the function.

The parallel-composition compiler generalizes the above approach in a privacy-preserving man-
ner. The compiler follows the GMW paradigm [33] and is defined in the Setup-Commit-then-Prove
hybrid model [11, 42], which generates committed correlated randomness for the parties and en-
sures that all parties follow the protocol specification. This mechanism allows each party to commit
to its input values and later execute multiple instances of each protocol, while proving that the
same input value is used in all executions. For simplicity and without loss of generality, we assume
that each function is deterministic and has a public output. In this case, it is ensured that if two
parties receive output values in two executions of πj , then they receive the same output value.
The private random coins that are used in each execution only affect the termination round, but
not the output value. Using this simplification, we can remove the leader-election phase from the
output-agreement technique in [5, 16] and directly use the termination technique from Bracha [7].

Another obstacle is to recover from corruptions without increasing the round complexity. In-
deed, in case some party misbehaves, e.g., by using different input values in different instances
of the same protocol πj , then the Setup-Commit-then-Prove functionality ensures that all honest
parties will identify the cheating party. In this case, the parties cannot recover by, for example,

7This captures, for example, broadcast-model protocols, where the broadcast channel is realized using an expected-
constant-round protocol, see Theorems 3.6 and 3.7.
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backtracking and simulating the cheating party, as this will yield a round complexity that is linear
in the number of parties. Furthermore, the protocol must resume in a way such that all instances of
a specific protocol πj will use the same input value that the identified corrupted party used through-
out the protocol’s execution until it misbehaved (since the cheating party might have learned an
output value in one of the executed protocols).

To this end, we slightly adjust the Setup-Commit-then-Prove functionality and secret-share
every committed random string ri (the correlated randomness for party Pi) among all the parties,
using an error-correcting secret-sharing scheme (see Section A.1). Note that this can be done
information theoretically as we assume an honest majority [56, 22, 12]. In case a party is identified
as cheating, every party broadcasts the share of the committed randomness corresponding to that
party, reconstructs the correlated randomness for that party, and from that point onwards, locally
computes the messages corresponding to this party in every instance of every protocol. Using this
approach, every round in the original protocols π1, . . . , πM is expanded by a constant number of
rounds, and the overall round complexity is preserved.

We prove the following theorem.

Theorem 6.1. Let F1, . . . ,FM be CSFs, let t < n/2, and let c ≥ 1. Let π1, . . . , πM be SNF protocols
such that for every j ∈ [M], protocol πj UC-realizes WDj

flex(Fj) with expected round complexity µj
and information-theoretic security, in the (Fsmt,F

Dcorr
j

corr)-hybrid model (for a distribution Dj and a
distribution Dcorr

j in NC0), in the presence of an adaptive, malicious t-adversary, assuming that
all honest parties receive their inputs at the same round. Denote µ = max{µ1, . . . , µM}.

Then, WD,c
sl-flex(F1 ‖ · · · ‖ FM), for some distribution D with expectation µ′ = O(µ), can be UC-

realized with information-theoretic security by a protocol π in the (Fsmt,Fcorr-bc)-hybrid model,
in the same adversarial setting, assuming that all honest parties receive their inputs within c + 1
consecutive rounds. In addition, protocol π requires only black-box access to the protocols π1, . . . , πM.

In particular, if for every j ∈ [M], the expectation µj is constant, then µ′ is constant.

Proof (sketch). Without loss of generality, we assume that every CSF Fj is deterministic and has
public output. The proof for randomized functionalities with private output follows using standard
techniques. In Lemma 6.3, we prove that the compiled protocol πpbb = Comp(π1, . . . , πM, N, R, L),
for R > µ, N > log(M/ε)

log(R/µ) and L = poly(κ), UC-realizesWDpbb
flex (F1 ‖ · · · ‖ FM) with expected round com-

plexity O(R) and information-theoretic security, in the (Fpbc,Fscp)-hybrid model. In Lemma 6.2, we
show that a wrapped version of Fscp(P,Dparallel(π1, . . . , πM, N · L, R, `), ~Rparallel,Π) (explained below)
can be implemented, such that every call can be UC-realized in the (Fpsmt,Fpbc)-hybrid model with
constant round complexity and information-theoretic security. Following Theorem 3.5, Fpbc can be
UC-realized in the Fsmt-hybrid model with expected constant round complexity and information-
theoretic security. The proof follows from the sequential composition theorems, Theorems 3.1, 3.2
and 3.3.

We now proceed to define the Setup-Commit-Then-Prove Functionality Fscp and prove
Lemma 6.2 in Section 6.1.1, and to prove Lemma 6.3 in Section 6.1.2.

6.1.1 The Setup-Commit-Then-Prove Functionality

An important building block in our parallel-composition compiler is the Setup-Commit-then-Prove
functionality. This functionality is used in order to allow parties to execute multiple instances of
a protocol, using the same inputs, while ensuring input consistency. In addition, in case a party
misbehaves and tries to deviate from the protocol or to use different inputs in different executions,
the functionality allows all parties to identify this misbehavior and recover, while increasing the
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round complexity only by a constant factor. This functionality was defined by Ishai et al. [42], based
on the Commit-then-Prove functionality of Canetti et al. [11], and was used in order to compile
any semi-honest protocol into a protocol that is secure with identifiable abort, facing malicious
adversaries, by generating committed setup for the parties and allow them to prove NP-statements
in zero knowledge.

The Setup-Commit-then-Prove functionality Fscp is a reactive functionality. (The notion of
CSF is extended to the reactive setting in Appendix C.2.) The functionality is formally defined in
Figure 3 and is parametrized by a party-set P, a distribution D, a vector of n NP-relations ~R, and
a (t, n) error-correcting secret-sharing scheme Π. In the first call to the functionality, the parties
do not send inputs (more precisely, send the empty input λ). The functionality samples correlated
randomness (r1, . . . , rn) ← D, hands ri to Pi and stores ri as the committed witness for Pi. In
addition, the functionality secret shares ri between all parties. All subsequent calls are used to
prove NP-statements on the committed witnesses, i.e., on the k’th call, for k > 1, Pi sends as its
input a statement xi,k; the functionality verifies whether Ri(xi,k, ri) = 1 and sends xi,k and the
result to all parties.

Functionality Fscp(P,D, ~R = (R1, . . . ,Rn),Π))

The functionality Fscp is a reactive CSF, with vectors f scp = (f1
scp, . . . , f

q
scp) and lscp = (l1scp, . . . , l

q
scp)

of functions (defined below). Fscp is parametrized by party-set P = {P1, . . . , Pn}, a distribution D, a
vector ~R of NP relations, and a (t, n) error-correcting secret-sharing scheme Π = (Share,Recon).

Setup-Commit Phase: The function f1
scp(x1,1, . . . , xn,1, a1) is defined as follows. Initially, sample

(r1, . . . , rn)← D and for every i ∈ [n], compute (v1
i , . . . , v

n
i )← Share(ri). The output for party

Pi is yi,1 = (ri, vi1 . . . , vin). The leakage function is l1scp(x1,1, . . . , xn,1) = λ.

Prove Phase: For k > 1, the function fkscp(x1,k, . . . , xn,k, ak) is defined as follows. For every i ∈ [n],
check if the relation Ri(xi,k, ri) = 1. If so, set bi = 1; else, set bi = 0. The output for
every party Pi is yi,k = ((x1,k, b1) . . . , (xn,k, bn)). The leakage function is lkscp(x1,1, . . . , xn,k) =
(x1,k, . . . , xn,k).

Figure 3: The Setup-Commit-then-Prove functionality

Ishai et al. [42] showed how to realize a slightly reduced version of the Setup-Commit-then-
Prove functionality (in which the functionality does not secret share the witnesses), unconditionally,
with identifiable abort, facing an arbitrary number of corrupted parties. Their protocol is based
on the “MPC-in-the-head” approach that was put forth by Ishai et al. [40] with the goal of using
information-theoretic MPC to construct a zero-knowledge protocol. In a nutshell, given a statement
x and a witness w, the prover secret shares the witness as ω = ω1 ⊕ . . . ⊕ ωm (for some m) and
emulates in its head an m-party t-secure MPC protocol with perfect correctness (e.g., BGW [6])
where the i’th party has input (ωi, x). The MPC task is to reconstruct the witness ω = ω1⊕. . .⊕ωm,
evaluate the relation R(x, ω) and provide each party with the resulting bit. Next, the prover sends
to the verifier a commitment to the local views of each of the virtual m parties (consisting of the
input ωi, the random coins, and the incoming messages). In turn, the verifier asks the prover to
open t of these commitments, and verifies that these views are consistent and that the output is
1. Intuitively, completeness holds by the correctness of the MPC, soundness holds by the perfect
security, and zero knowledge since the views of t parties leak no information about other inputs;
so the overall security of the zero-knowledge protocol reduces to that of the commitment scheme.
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In the following lemma, we adjust and simplify the protocol from [42] for the honest-majority
setting, and show how to realize Fscp with guaranteed output delivery.

Lemma 6.2. Let ~R = (R1, . . . ,Rn) be a vector of NP-relations, let D be an efficiently sam-
pleable distribution in NC0, and let t < n/2. Consider the representation of the reactive CSF,
Fscp(P,D, ~R,Π), as a sequence of (non-reactive) CSFs (F f̃

1
scp,l

1
scp

csf , . . . ,F f̃
q
scp,l

q
scp

csf ), where f̃ jscp is de-
fined as in Definition C.1. Denote F jscp = F f̃

j
scp,l

j
scp

csf .
Then, there exists a vector of distributions D = (D1, . . . , Dq) such that for every j ∈ [q], the

wrapped functionality WDj
strict(F

j
scp) can be UC-realized in the (Fpsmt,Fpbc)-hybrid model with con-

stant round complexity and information-theoretic security, in the presence of an adaptive, malicious
t-adversary.

Proof (sketch). We start with a high-level description of the protocol in [42], for a single prover
that proves a single statement (the extension to the multi-instance version of many provers that
prove many statements follows via the JUC theorem [9]). As this protocol is designed for the
dishonest-majority setting, it does not guarantee output delivery, but achieves identifiable abort.

As mentioned above, the protocol follows the “MPC-in-the-head” approach [40, 41], where the
prover emulates in its head a protocol, where m servers, each has as input a share of the witness ω,
compute for a public statement x the function b = R(x, ω), and output (x, b). The prover publicly
commits to the view of each server, and the verifiers challenge the prover to open the views of some
of the servers. The verifiers accept the statement x, if and only if all opened views are consistent.

For simplicity, consider an ideal functionality F1scp
corr for generating the correlated randomness to

the parties. As we argue later, this functionality can be realized in constant rounds in the broadcast
model via generic MPC. (Looking ahead, the distribution D will consist of n independent copies of
the following values, one for each party that acts a the prover.) The parties receive the following
correlated randomness from F1scp

corr:

• The prover receives signed secret shares of the witness (ωi, σ(ωi)), for i ∈ [n], where
(ω1, . . . , ωn) are shares of the prover’s witness ω, and σ(ωi) is an information-theoretic signa-
ture of ωi.

• The prover also receives random strings v1, . . . , vm along with corresponding signatures
σ(v1), . . . , σ(vm), that will be used for committing to the server’s views in the m-party pro-
tocol.

• Every Pi receives a challenge string ci along with an information-theoretic signature σ(ci).

• Every party Pi receives a verification key for each of the signature values (note that all of the
signing keys are hidden from the parties).

The prove phase, consists of three rounds:

1. The prover emulates in its head the protocol for computing b = R(x, ω1 ⊕ . . . ⊕ ωm) and
broadcasts, for every j ∈ [m], a commitment to the view of the j’th server as viewj ⊕ vj along
with σ(vj).

2. Every party Pi broadcasts the committed random string ci along with its commitment σ(ci).
All parties locally compute c = ∑

cj and use it to choose a subset J ⊆ [m]. In case some
party Pi sends invalid values, all parties identify Pi as corrupted and abort.

3. The prover broadcasts viewj and σ(ωj), for every j ∈ J , and all parties validate consistency.
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Since in this work we consider an honest majority, we can simplify the protocol and achieve
security with guaranteed output delivery. In the second round, instead of having each Pi broadcast-
ing the committed randomness (ci, σ(ci)), we have the parties jointly compute the XOR function
to agree on a subset J ⊆ [m]; that is, each party enters a (locally chosen) random string as its
input and receives the XOR of all strings (if a party does not input a value it is simply ignored
and treated as 0). Since this functionality can be represented using a constant-depth circuit, we
can use the protocol of Cramer et al. [21], whose round complexity is O(d), where d is the depth of
the circuit, and provides information-theoretic security in the broadcast-hybrid model against an
adaptive malicious t-adversary. A second modification we require is that F1scp

corr secret shares the
witness ω between all parties using an error-correcting secret-sharing scheme, which can be easily
achieved in the honest-majority setting.

It is left to show that the sampling algorithm for the correlated randomness that is used in [42]
can be represented using a constant-depth circuit; the proof will then follow using again the protocol
from [21]. By assumption, sampling a value from the distribution D can be done using a constant-
depth circuit. In addition, the information-theoretic commitments in [42] are computed using
information-theoretic signatures (see Appendix A.2), such that no party knows the signing key.
This means that the adversary cannot generate signatures on its own. In addition, each signature
will only need to be verified once (by each party). Using the information-theoretic signatures
construction from [60] (see Theorem A.3), the degree of the polynomial, that is used to generate
the signature, is bounded by the number of signatures the adversary is allowed to see from each
honest party, which in our case is constant. We conclude that the randomness-sampling algorithm
can be represented using a constant-depth circuit.

In the following, we will consider the distribution Dparallel(π1, . . . , πM, q, R, `) for protocols
π1, . . . , πM, where each πj is defined in the (Fpsmt,F

Dcorr
j

corr)-hybrid model, that prepares (at most)
q executions of each protocol, for exactly R rounds. For each of the q instances of every protocol
πj , the correlated randomness consists of three parts: first, sample correlated randomness for πj
from the distribution Dcorr

j ; next, sample independent random coins (local for each party) from
the corresponding distribution Dπj , suitable for R rounds; finally, sample random coins that are
used to mask all the communication (explained below). The parameter ` = poly(κ) represents the
maximum between the input length and the maximal message length in the protocols π1, . . . , πM.
The distribution is formally defined in Figure 4.

The masking of the communication in the ρ’th round of the k’th instance of protocol πj is
performed as follows:

• When Pi wants to send messages (m1
i , . . . ,m

n
i ) (where mu

i is sent privately to Pu), party Pi
sets for every u ∈ [n], m̃u

i = mu
i ⊕ rmask

i,j,k,ρ,u and broadcasts m̃i = (m̃1
i , . . . , m̃

n
i ).

• When Pi receives messages m̃u = (m̃1
u, . . . , m̃

n
u) from Pu, Pi computes mi

u = m̃i
u ⊕ rmask

u,j,k,ρ,i,
and uses mi

u as the message Pu sent him.
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Distribution Dparallel(π1, . . . , πM, q, R, `)

The distribution Dparallel is parametrized by protocols π1, . . . , πM, where each πj is defined in the
(Fpsmt,F

Dcorr
j

corr)-hybrid model, and integers q, R, `. Denote by Dπj
(R) the distribution that samples

independent random coins for each party for R rounds of protocol πj .

1. For every j ∈ [M]:

(a) For every k ∈ [q]:
i. Sample correlated randomness for the k’th instance of protocol πj ,

(rcorr
1,j,k, . . . , r

corr
n,j,k)← Dcorr

j .

ii. Sample independent random coins for R rounds in the k’th instance of protocol πj ,

(rprot
1,j,k, . . . , r

prot
n,j,k)← Dπj (R).

iii. Sample randomness (rmask
1,j,k, . . . , r

mask
n,j,k) to mask the communication in the k’th instance

of πj , where for every i ∈ [n], rmask
i,j,k is set as follows:

A. For every ρ ∈ [R] and u ∈ [n], sample rmask
i,j,k,ρ,u ← {0, 1}` (used to mask the message

from Pi to Pu in the ρ’th round of the k’th execution of πj),
B. For every ρ ∈ [R], set rmask

i,j,k,ρ as (rmask
i,j,k,ρ,1, . . . , r

mask
i,j,k,ρ,n) and (rmask

1,j,k,ρ,i, . . . , r
mask
n,j,k,ρ,i).

C. Set rmask
i,j,k = (rmask

i,j,k,1, . . . , r
mask
i,j,k,R).

(b) For every i ∈ [n], denote the random coins as rcorr
i,j = (rcorr

i,j,1, . . . , r
corr
i,j,q), r

prot
i,j = (rprot

i,j,1, . . . , r
prot
i,j,q)

and rmask
i,j = (rmask

i,j,1 , . . . , r
mask
i,j,q ); in addition, denote rji = (rcorr

i,j , r
prot
i,j , r

mask
i,j ).

2. For every i ∈ [n], sample randomness rinput
i ← ({0, 1}`)M to mask the input value and denote

ri = (rinput
i , r1

i , . . . , r
M
i ).

3. Return (r1, . . . , rn).

Figure 4: The correlated-randomness distribution for parallel composition

The vector of relations ~Rparallel = (R1
parallel, . . . ,Rnparallel), described below, will be used to verify

that every party sends its messages in multiple executions of a protocol according to the specification
of the protocol, while using the same input value in all executions. Formally, for every i ∈ [n], the
relation Riparallel consists of pairs ((α, ρ, m̃, h̃), ri), satisfying:

α is an integer representing the iteration number.
ρ is an integer representing the round number.
The vector of messages m̃ = (m̃i,1,ρ, . . . , m̃i,M,ρ) is structured such that for every j ∈ [M],
m̃i,j,ρ = (m̃i,j,1,ρ, . . . , m̃i,j,N,ρ), and for every k ∈ [N], m̃i,j,k,ρ = (m̃i,j,k,ρ,1, . . . , m̃i,j,k,ρ,n) repre-
sents the message Pi broadcasts in the ρ’th round of the k’th execution of protocol πj , in the
α’th iteration.
The vector of history-messages h̃ = (h̃input

, h̃1, . . . , h̃M) is structured such that h̃
input =

(m̃input
1 , . . . , m̃input

n ) and for j ∈ [M], h̃j = (h̃j,1, . . . , h̃j,N), and each h̃j,k represents the history-
transcript until the ρ’th round of the k’th execution of protocol πj , in the α’th iteration.
The random coins are ri = (rinput

i , r1
i , . . . , r

M
i ), with rji = (rcorr

i,j , r
prot
i,j , r

mask
i,j ), as defined inDparallel.

For every j ∈ [M] and k ∈ [N], denote by mi,j,k,ρ = (mi,j,k,ρ,1, . . . ,mi,j,k,ρ,n) the unmasked
messages, where for every u ∈ [n], mi,j,k,ρ,u = m̃i,j,k,ρ,u ⊕ rmask

i,k̃,j,ρ,u
, with k̃ = α · N + k. Similarly,
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denote by hi,j,k the unmasked history obtained from h̃i,j,k using the corresponding randomness
in rmask

i,j,k̃
. Denote (x1

i . . . , x
M
i ) = m̃input

i ⊕ rinput
i . Then, for every j and k, it holds that

mi,j,k,ρ = f
πj ,i
nxt-msg(xji , rcorr

i,j,k̃
, rprot
i,j,k̃

, hi,j,k).

That is, mi,j,k,ρ is the output of the next-message function of Pi in protocol πj on input xji ,
correlated randomness rcorr

i,j,k̃
, private randomness rprot

i,j,k̃
and history hi,j,k.

In the sequel, for simplicity, we will denote by Fscp the functionality

Fscp(P,Dparallel(π1, . . . , πM, N · L, R, `), ~Rparallel,Π).

6.1.2 Round-Preserving Parallel-Composition Compiler

We are now ready to present our protocol-black-box (PBB) parallel-composition compiler, formally
described in Figure 5.

Lemma 6.3. Consider the notation in Theorem 6.1 and let 0 < ε < 1.
Then, for parameters R > µ, N > log(M/ε)

log(R/µ) , and L = poly(κ), the compiled protocol πpbb =
Comp(π1, . . . , πM, N, R, L) UC-realizes WDpbb

flex (F1 ‖ · · · ‖ FM) with expected round complexity µpbb =
O(R), in the (Fpbc,Fscp)-hybrid model and same adversarial setting, assuming that all honest parties
receive their inputs at the same round. In addition, the compiler requires only black-box access to
the protocols π1, . . . , πM.

To prove security of the construction, we construct a simulator for the dummy adversary, which
simulates the functionality Fscp and all honest parties. At a high level, the simulation proceeds as
follows. Since every protocol πj realizes Fj , there exists a simulator Sj for the dummy adversary.
In order to simulate the k’th instance of each protocol πj , the simulator S invokes an instance of Sj ,
denoted Skj , and receives correlated randomness r̃corr

i,j,k for every corrupted party Pi. The simulator
S samples randomness from the distribution Dparallel, adjusts the correlated randomness for every
corrupted party accordingly and hands the adversary (ri, vi1, . . . , vin) as the answer from the first call
to Fscp, where (v1

i , . . . , v
n
i ) are shares of zero, for every i ∈ [n]. For the input-commitment message,

the simulator broadcasts commitments of zero for the honest parties (i.e., random messages). The
k’th instance of πj is simulated now using Skj , where S masks/unmasks the messages between A
and Skj , appropriately. Every message sent by A on behalf of a corrupted party Pi is validated by S
according to the relation Riparallel, and in case it is invalid, S locally computes the messages for Pi,
using its input and correlated randomness. In case party Pi gets corrupted, the simulator corrupts
the dummy party in the ideal computation and learns its input; next, S hands the input to each
simulator Skj , receives the random coins for Pi in each instance of πj , updates the random coins ri
accordingly and hands it to A. This is a valid simulation for the dummy adversary, following the
security guarantees of each simulator Sj and of the secret-sharing scheme Π.

Proof. For simplicity of notation, denote Fpbb = WDpbb
flex (F1 ‖ · · · ‖ FM). We start by defining the

sampling algorithm for the distribution Dpbb, parametrized by N, R, L and distributions D1, . . . , DM.
The sampler initially sets α← 0 and a trace T with root labeled by Fpbb and children (F1

scp,Fpbc).
Next, independently sample traces T k̃j ← Dj , for j ∈ [M] and k ∈ [N] (where k̃ = α · N + k), and
append ((

F iscp,Fpbc
)R
,Fpbc,Fpbc,Fpbc

)
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Protocol Comp(π1, . . . , πM, N, R, L)

1. Each party Pi, upon receiving (input, sid,xi) with xi = (x1
i , . . . , x

M
i ), sends (input, sid, λ)

to Fscp and receives (output, sid, (ri, vi1 . . . , vin)), where ri = (rinput
i , r1

i , . . . , r
M
i ) with rji =

(rcorr
i,j , r

prot
i,j , r

mask
i,j ), for j ∈ [M], as defined in Dparallel, and where viu is the i’th share of the

committed randomness ru of party Pu. In addition, set the iteration index α← 0.

2. Every party Pi broadcasts m̃input
i = xi ⊕ rinput

i .

3. Denote m̃input = (m̃input
1 , . . . , m̃input

n ). In case some party Pi did not broadcast a valid value,
each party locally sets for Pi a default input value x̃i = (x̃1, . . . , x̃n) and default random coins
r̃i, and locally computes m̃input

i for that party.

4. initiate (in parallel) N instances of every protocol πj as follows:

(a) For every j ∈ [M] and k ∈ [N], initialize the history of each execution, hi,j,k, h̃i,j,k ← λ.
Denote the private history of all instances of πj as hji = (hi,j,1, . . . , hi,j,N), and the public
history as h̃

j

i = (h̃i,j,1, . . . , h̃i,j,N); finally, denote the public history of the entire protocol
as h̃i = (m̃input, h̃

1
i , . . . , h̃

M
i ).

(b) Execute for rounds ρ = 1, . . . , R:
i. Every party Pi computes its ρ-round messages for the k’th execution of πj , for every
j ∈ [M] and k ∈ [N]:

mi,j,k,ρ = (mi,j,k,ρ,1, . . . ,mi,j,k,ρ,n) = f
πj ,i
nxt-msg(xji , rcorr

i,j,k̃
, rprot
i,j,k̃

, hi,j,k),

where k̃ = α · N + k. Next, mask the messages as m̃i,j,k,ρ = (m̃i,j,k,ρ,1, . . . , m̃i,j,k,ρ,n),
where for u ∈ [n], set m̃i,j,k,ρ,u = mi,j,k,ρ,u ⊕ rmask

i,j,k̃,ρ,u
. Finally, prepare the message

m̃i,ρ = (m̃i,1,ρ, . . . , m̃i,M,ρ), where for every j ∈ [M], m̃i,j,ρ = (m̃i,j,1,ρ, . . . , m̃i,j,N,ρ).
ii. Every party Pi sends (input, sid, (α, ρ, m̃i,ρ, h̃i)) to Fscp, and receives the message

(output, sid, (((α, ρ, m̃1,ρ, h̃1), b1), . . . , ((α, ρ, m̃n,ρ, h̃n), bn))).
iii. For every u ∈ [n] with bu = 0, every Pi broadcasts viu and all parties reconstruct the

committed randomness of Pu as ru = Recon(v1
u, . . . , v

n
u).

iv. For every u ∈ [n] with bu = 1, party Pi unmasks the message m̃u,ρ sent by Pu, by
computing mu,j,k,ρ,i = m̃u,j,k,ρ,i ⊕ rmask

u,j,k̃,ρ,i
, for j ∈ [M] and k ∈ [N].

v. Every party Pi locally computes the ρ-round messages m̃u,ρ on behalf of all parties
Pu that have been identified as corrupted thus far, using the committed input m̃input

u

and reconstructed randomness ru.
vi. Every party Pi appends all unmasked ρ-round messages (m1,j,k,ρ,i, . . . ,mn,j,k,ρ,i) to

hi,j,k, and all masked ρ-round messages (m̃1,j,k,ρ, . . . , m̃n,j,k,ρ) to h̃i,j,k.
(c) For every j ∈ [M] and k ∈ [N], if party Pi completed the k’th execution of πj with output,

let yi,j,k be the output value (yi,j,k = ⊥ otherwise). Denote Sji = {yi,j,k | yi,j,k 6= ⊥}. If
for every j ∈ [M], Sji 6= ∅, then set y = (y1, . . . , yM), where yj ∈ Sji is arbitrarily chosen,
and broadcasts (sid,y).

(d) If Pi received identical values (sid,y) from (at least) t+ 1 parties, it broadcasts (sid,y).
(e) If party Pi received identical values (sid,y) from (at least) n − t parties, it outputs

(output, sid,y) and halts. Else, set α ← α + 1. If α < L, goto Step 4; else, output
⊥ and halt.

Figure 5: The parallel-composition compiler in the (Fpbc,Fscp)-hybrid model
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to the leaves of the trace T (i.e., calling R times, sequentially, to (F iscp,Fpbc), followed by three
sequential calls to Fpbc). If for every j ∈ [M], there exists k ∈ [N] such that ctr(T k̃j ) < R, then output
T and halt. Else, set α ← α + 1. If α < L, repeat the sampling process; otherwise output T and
halt.

Following Lemma 2.3, for R > µ and N > log(M/ε)
log(R/µ) , it holds that in every iteration, at least one

execution of πj will produce output, for every j ∈ [M], with a constant probability. It follows that the
expected number of iterations until all honest parties receive output and the protocol terminates
is constant, and since each iteration consists of R rounds, the entire execution completes within
expected O(R) rounds, as required. The failure probability that the protocol will not terminate
within L = poly(κ) iterations is negligible.

We construct a simulator S for the dummy adversary A. Let Z be an environment. The
simulator S uses, in a black-box way, the simulators Sj , for j ∈ [M], where every Sj simulates
the dummy adversary for protocol πj . The simulators Sj are guaranteed to exist since every πj
UC-realizes Fj . Each simulator Sj is invoked (at most) q = L · N times; denote by Skj the k’th
invocation of Sj .

We consider the representation of the reactive CSF Fscp as a sequence of (non-reactive) CSFs
(F f̃

1
scp,l

1
scp

csf , . . . ,F f̃
q′
scp,l

q′
scp

csf ), where f̃ jscp is defined as in Definition C.1 and q′ = L · R + 1. Denote
F jscp = F f̃

j
scp,l

j
scp

csf .
The simulator S proceeds as follows:

• Initially, set x1 = . . . = xn = ⊥ and y = ⊥.

• Simulating the first call to functionality Fscp:

1. Sample correlated randomness (r1, . . . , rn)← Dparallel(π1, . . . , πM, q, R, `), where q = N · L and
ri = (rinput

i , r1
i , . . . , r

M
i ) with rji = (rcorr

i,j , r
prot
i,j , r

mask
i,j ), for i ∈ [n] and j ∈ [M].

2. For every j ∈ [M] and k ∈ [q], invoke Skj , request the correlated randomness for every corrupted
party Pi and get from Skj the values r̃corr

i,j,k. Set rcorr
i,j,k ← r̃corr

i,j,k in ri.
3. Receive from A the message (input, sid, λ), for a corrupted Pi (that A sends to Fscp).
4. For every party Pi, compute (ṽ1

i , . . . , ṽ
n
i )← Share(0|ri|).

5. Send the message (output, sid, (ri, ṽi1 . . . , ṽin)) to A as the response from Fscp, for every
corrupted Pi.

• Simulating the first (input-commitment) message:

1. For every honest party Pi, send a random string m̃input
i to A.

2. For every corrupted party Pi, receive the message m̃input
i from A and extract the input value

xi = m̃input
i ⊕rinput

i . In case A does not send a message for Pi, set xi and ri to predetermined
default values and locally compute m̃input

i = xi ⊕ ri.
3. Set m̃input = (m̃input

1 , . . . , m̃input
n ).

• Send inputs to Fpbb:

1. For every corrupted party Pi, send the message (input, sid,xi) to Fpbb.
2. Upon receiving message (leakage, sid, Pi, (l1, . . . , lM)) from Fpbb, for an honest party Pi, store

the leakage information.
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3. In addition, S receives (trace, sid, T ), from Fpbb, where T is a depth-1 trace of the form(
F1

scp,Fpbc,

((
F iscp,Fpbc

)R
,Fpbc,Fpbc,Fpbc

)q′′)
,

(i.e., initially, calls to F1
scp and Fpbc, followed by q′′ iterations of calling R times (F iscp,Fpbc)

and 3 rounds of Fpbc in order to agree on termination). More precisely, S receives the coins
that were used by the functionality Fpbb to sample the trace T from Dpbb. Using these coins,
S samples the same traces T k̃j that were used to define T .

• Simulating the α’th iteration:

1. For every i ∈ [n], j ∈ [M] and k ∈ [N], set hi,j,k, h̃j,k ← λ. Denote hji = (hi,j,1, . . . , hi,j,N),
h̃
j = (h̃j,1, . . . , h̃j,N) and h̃ = (h̃1, . . . , h̃M). For k ∈ [N], let k̃ = α · N + k.

2. For j ∈ [M] and k ∈ [N], send to S k̃j , on behalf of every honest party, the leakage mes-
sages (leakage, sid, Pi, lj), as well as (trace, sid, T k̃j ). In addition, send to S k̃j the message
(input, sid, xji ), for every corrupted party Pi, and receive from S k̃j the messages (input, sid, xji )
that are sent to WDj

flex(Fj), for the corrupted parties.
3. Execute for rounds ρ = 1, . . . , R:

(a) For every honest Pi, send (α, ρ, m̃i,ρ, h̃) to A as the leakage from Fscp for Pi, where
m̃i,ρ is prepared as follows. For every corrupted party Pu, receive from S k̃j the message
mi,j,k,ρ,u and set m̃i,j,k,ρ,u = mi,j,k,ρ,u ⊕ rmask

i,j,k̃,ρ,u
. For every honest Pu, sample a random

message m̃i,j,k,ρ,u. Set m̃i,ρ = (m̃i,1,ρ, . . . , m̃i,M,ρ), where m̃i,j,ρ = (m̃i,j,1,ρ, . . . , m̃i,j,N,ρ)
with m̃i,j,k,ρ = (m̃i,j,k,ρ,1, . . . , m̃i,j,k,ρ,n).

(b) For every corrupted party Pi, receive from A the message (input, sid, (α, ρ, m̃i,ρ, h̃i))
(intended to Fscp), and check whether h̃i = h̃ and Riparallel((α, ρ, m̃i,ρ, h̃i), ri) = 1. If so,
set bi = 1 else bi = 0.

(c) For every corrupted party Pi with bi = 1, it holds that m̃i,ρ = (m̃i,1,ρ, . . . , m̃i,M,ρ), where
m̃i,j,ρ = (m̃i,j,1,ρ, . . . , m̃i,j,N,ρ) and m̃i,j,k,ρ = (m̃i,j,k,ρ,1, . . . , m̃i,j,k,ρ,n). Denote, for every
honest Pu, mi,j,k,ρ,u = m̃i,j,k,ρ,u ⊕ rmask

i,j,k̃,ρ,u
.

(d) For every honest party Pi, denote h̃i = h̃ and bi = 1, and send to the adversary A
(output, sid, (((α, ρ, m̃1,ρ, h̃1), b1), . . . , ((α, ρ, m̃n,ρ, h̃n), bn))) as the response from Fscp,
on behalf of every corrupted party.

(e) For every corrupted party Pi with bi = 1 and every honest Pu, forward to S k̃j the message
mi,j,k,ρ,u.

(f) For every corrupted party Pi with bi = 0, compute (v1
i , . . . , v

n
i )← Share(ri) and send vui

to A, on behalf of every honest party Pu. (Note that ri may change as the simulation
proceeds, in case Pi gets corrupted dynamically.)

(g) For every corrupted party that has been previously identified, locally compute the mes-
sages mi,j,k,ρ,u, for every honest party Pu, using (xi, ri) and hi,j,k, and send them to S k̃j .

(h) Append the messages (m̃1,ρ, . . . , m̃n,ρ) to the global history h̃. For every corrupted
party Pi, append the messages (m1,j,k,ρ,i, . . . ,mn,j,k,ρ,i) to the local history hi,j,k.

(i) Upon receiving (early-output, sid, Pi) from Skj for an honest party Pi, simulate the
honest party receiving the output message.
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(j) Upon receiving (early-output, sid, Pi) from S k̃j for a corrupted party Pi, if y = ⊥, send
(early-output, sid, Pi) to Fpbb and receive back (output, sid,y), with y = (y1, . . . , yM).
Send (output, sid, yj) to S k̃j .

(k) For every j ∈ [M] and k ∈ [N], check whether ρ = ctr(T k̃j ). If so and y = ⊥, send
(early-output, sid, Pi) to Fpbb and receive back (output, sid,y), with y = (y1, . . . , yM).
Send (output, sid, yj) to S k̃j for every corrupted party.

• Explaining corruption requests: upon a corruption request for Pi, proceed as follows.

1. Corrupt the dummy party Pi and learn its input xi = (x1
i , . . . , x

M
i ).

2. For every j ∈ [M] and k ∈ [L · N]:
(a) Instruct Skj to corrupt Pi and provide it with input xji .
(b) Receive from Skj the view of Pi, i.e., its internal randomness r̃prot

i,j,k, correlated randomness
r̃corr
i,j,k and history hi,j,k.

(c) For every u ∈ [n] and every message mu,j,k,ρ,i in hi,j,k (message from Pu to Pi in the ρ’th
round of the k’th instance of πj , for ρ ∈ [R]), compute r̃mask

u,j,k,ρ,i = mu,j,k,ρ,i ⊕ m̃u,j,k,ρ,i.
Similarly, compute r̃mask

i,j,k,ρ,u = mi,j,k,ρ,u ⊕ m̃i,j,k,ρ,u.
(d) Compute r̃input

i = m̃input
i ⊕ xi.

(e) Adjust the random coins rcorr
i,j,k ← r̃corr

i,j,k, r
prot
i,j,k ← r̃prot

i,j,k, rmask
i,j,k ← r̃mask

i,j,k and rinput
i ← r̃input

i

in ri.
3. Provide the input xi and the adjusted correlated randomness ri to Z as the internal state of

party Pi.

We next prove that no environment can distinguish between interacting with the dummy adver-
sary and the honest parties running protocol π′ in the (Fpbc,Fscp)-hybrid model, from interacting
with the simulator S and the dummy honest parties computing Fpbb, except for a negligible prob-
ability. We prove this using a series of hybrid games. The output of each game is the output of the
environment.

The game HYB1
πpbb,A,Z . This is exactly the execution of the protocol πpbb in the (Fpbc,Fscp)-

hybrid model with environment Z and dummy adversary A.

The games HYB2,i∗
πpbb,A,Z , for 0 ≤ i∗ ≤ n. In these games, we modify HYB1

πpbb,A,Z as follows.
During the first call to Fscp, for i∗ < i ≤ n, compute (v1

i , . . . , v
n
i )← Share(ri) (as before) and send

(vi1, . . . , vin) as the shares for every party Pi. For every i ≤ i∗, compute (v1
i , . . . , v

n
i ) ← Share(ri)

and (ṽ1
i , . . . , ṽ

n
i ) ← Share(0|ri|). Next, send to every corrupted Pk the shares (ṽk1 , . . . , ṽkn) and to

every honest party the shares (vi1, . . . , vin).

Claim 6.4. HYB1
πpbb,A,Z

s≡ HYB2,n
πpbb,A,Z .

Proof. Note that HYB1
πpbb,A,Z ≡ HYB2,0

πpbb,A,Z . For every 0 ≤ ĩ < n, it holds that HYB2,̃i
πpbb,A,Z

s≡
HYB2,̃i+1

πpbb,A,Z . This follows from the security of the ECSS scheme and the honest-majority assumption.
In particular, the shares {vu1 , . . . , vun}u held by the adversary (for all corrupted Pu), completely hide
for that random coins ri of every honest party Pi, and are compatible even if Pi gets adaptively
corrupted and ri is revealed. This holds since all honest parties receive valid shares of ri, therefore,
ri will be correctly reconstructed even if all corrupted parties have incorrect shares. The claim
follows using a standard hybrid argument.
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The game HYB3
πpbb,A,Z . In this game, we modify HYB2,n

πpbb,A,Z as follows. The input-commitment
message m̃input

i , sent by an honest party is uniformly chosen. In addition, in every call to Fscp the
returned value bi for every honest party Pi is always set to 1. Finally, the random coins for honest
parties that are corrupted adaptively are set as rinput

i = m̃input
i ⊕ xi.

Claim 6.5. HYB2,n
πpbb,A,Z ≡ HYB3

πpbb,A,Z .

Proof. The claim immediately follows since honest parties always send correct messages.

The games HYB4,j∗,k∗
πpbb,A,Z , for 0 ≤ j∗ ≤ M and 0 ≤ k∗ ≤ q = N · L. In these games, we modify

HYB3
πpbb,A,Z as follows. For (j, k) < (j∗, k∗) (i.e., for j < j∗, or j = j∗ and k < k∗), the k’th

execution of protocol πj is replaced with the simulated transcript generated by Skj .
More specifically, the experiment interacts with the ideal functionality Fpbb. Initially, it receives

the leakage messages (leakage, sid, Pi, (l1, . . . , lM)) and the coins used to sample a trace T from Dpbb
(via the message (trace, sid, T )); using these random coins, sample the traces T kj from Dj .

Each simulator Skj (for (j, k) < (j∗, k∗)) is invoked and is given the leakage information lj and
the trace T kj . The simulator Skj provides correlated randomness r̃corr

i,j,k for every corrupted party; the
random coins ri for corrupted Pi are adjusted accordingly. Once A sends the input-commitment
message m̃input

i , for a corrupted Pi, extract the input value xi = (x1
i , . . . , x

M
i ) and hand Skj the value

xji as the input value for Pi. The interaction with Skj is done as in the simulation, i.e., validate the
messages from A and unmask valid messages before forwarding to Skj , and mask messages from Skj
using rcorr

i,j,k. Messages from identified corrupted parties are locally computed and sent to Skj . When
Skj sends (early-output, sid, ·) requests, respond with the output value yj from y = (y1, . . . , yj),
where if y = ⊥, then forward the message to Fpbb.

Claim 6.6. HYB3
πpbb,A,Z

s≡ HYB4,M,q
πpbb,A,Z .

Proof. Note that HYB3
πpbb,A,Z ≡ HYB4,0,0

πpbb,A,Z . For every 0 ≤ j < M and 0 ≤ k < q, it holds
that HYB4,j,k

πpbb,A,Z
s≡ HYB2,j,k+1

πpbb,A,Z and similarly, HYB4,j,q
πpbb,A,Z

s≡ HYB2,j+1,1
πpbb,A,Z ; otherwise, there exists an

environment that violates the simulation of Sj (resp., Sj+1). The claim follows using a standard
hybrid argument.

The proof of Lemma 6.3 follows since HYB4,M,q
πpbb,A,Z (for q = N · L) exactly describes the simulation

done by S.

6.2 An Impossibility of FBB Round-Preserving Parallel Composition

In this section, we prove that for a natural class of protocols, following and/or extending in various
ways the techniques from Ben-Or and El-Yaniv [5],8 there exist functions such that no protocol can
compute their parallel composition in a round-preserving manner, while accessing the functions
in a black-box way, tolerating even a single adversarial party. Although this is not a general
impossibility result, it indicates that the batching approach of [5] is limited to semi-honest security
(Section 5) and/or functionally white-box transformations.

We observe that this impossibility serves as an additional justification for the optimality of
our protocol-black-box parallel composition (Section 6.1). Indeed, on the one hand, it formally
confirms the generic observation that the naïve parallel composition of a set of PT functionalities

8To our knowledge, the only known techniques for round-preserving parallel composition are those of Ben-Or and
El-Yaniv [5] and are only for the specific case of Byzantine agreement.
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does not preserve their round complexity. On the other hand, and most importantly, it proves
that all existing techniques for composing PT functionalities in parallel in the natural (FBB)
manner fail in preserving the round complexity. Hence, the only known existing round-preserving
composition for such functionalities is the protocol-black-box compiler presented in Section 6.1
or more inefficient non-black-box techniques. The wideness of the class of excluded protocols by
our impossibility result justifies our conjecture that there exists no round-preserving FBB protocol
for parallel composition of PT functionalities. Proving this conjecture is in our opinion a very
interesting research direction.

We first argue informally why the approach of [5], cannot be directly extended to privacy-
sensitive functions. The idea in [5] for allowing each of the n parties to broadcast its value is to
have each of the n parties participate in m = O(logn) parallel invocations (hereafter called batches,
to avoid confusion with the goal of parallel broadcast for different messages) of broadcast as sender
with the same input. Each of those batches is executed in parallel for a fixed (constant) number
of rounds (for the same broadcast message); this increases the probability that sufficiently many
parties receive output from each batch. At the end of each batch execution, the parties check
whether they jointly hold the output, and if not, they repeat the computation of the batches. It
might seem that this idea can be applied to arbitrary tasks, but this is not the case. The reason is
that this idea fails if the functionality has any privacy requirements, is that the adversary can input
different values on different calls of the functionality within a batch and learn more information on
the input.

Batched-parallel composition. The above issue with privacy appears whenever a function is
invoked twice in the same round on the same inputs from honest parties. Indeed, in this case the
adversary can use different inputs to each invocation and learn information as sketched above. The
same attack can be extended to composition protocols which invoke the function in two different
rounds ρ and ρ′; as long as the adversary knows these rounds, it can still launch the above attack
on privacy. Generalizing the claim even further, for specific classes of functions, it suffices that
there are two (possibly different) functions which are evaluated on the same inputs in rounds ρ
and ρ′. This excludes protocols that might attempt to avoid using some functionality WDj

flex(Fj) by
invoking some other WDj′

flex (Fj′).
To capture the above generalization, we define the class of batched-parallel composition pro-

tocols: A protocol π implementing the PT parallel composition WD
flex(F1 ‖ · · · ‖ FM) in the

(WD1
flex(F1), . . . ,WDM

flex(FM))-hybrid model (for some distributions D,D1, . . . , DM) is a batched-parallel
composition protocol if it has the following structure. The protocol proceeds in rounds, where in
each round the protocol might initiate (possibly multiple) calls to any number of the hybrid func-
tionalities WDj

flex(Fj) and/or continue calls that were initiated in previous rounds. Furthermore,
there exist two publicly known protocol rounds ρ and ρ′, and indices j, j′, ` ∈ [M], such that for the
input vector x = (x1, . . . ,xn) that π gives to WD

flex(F1 ‖ · · · ‖ FM) (where xi = (x1
i , . . . , x

M
i )) the

following properties are satisfied:

1. In round ρ the functionality WDj
flex(Fj) is called on input x` = (x`1, . . . , x`n) and at least two

of its rounds are executed.9

2. In round ρ′ the functionality WDj′
flex (Fj′) is also called on input x` and at least two of its

rounds are executed.
9Note that any call to a PT (i.e., wrapped) functionality that executes less than two rounds is useless as it can

be simulated by the protocol that does nothing (without of course increasing the round complexity). The reason is
that, by definition of PT functionalities, any such call gives no output (the first round is an input-only round).
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Note that the protocol in [5] (as well as our semi-honest protocol from Section 5) is an example of
a batched-parallel composition protocol for ρ = ρ′ = 1 and for j = j′ = ` being the index of any
one of the hybrid functionalities. Indeed, in the first round of these protocols, each functionality is
invoked at least twice on the same inputs. In particular, protocols that follow this structure, e.g.,
even ones that do not call all functionalities in every phase, or those that have variable batch sizes,
can be described as such batched-parallel composition protocols.

We next show that the there are classes of functions C1, . . . , CM such and for any protocol π that
securely computes the parallel composition WD

flex(FC1sfe ‖ · · · ‖ FCM
sfe) while given hybrid access to

PT functionalities WDi
flex(FCisfe) the following properties hold simultaneously:

1. π has to call each of the hybrids WDi
flex(FCisfe) (for at least 2 rounds each).10

2. The naïve solution of π calling each of theWDi
flex(FCisfe)’s in parallel until they terminate is not

round-preserving (for an appropriate choice of Di’s.)

3. π cannot be a batched-parallel composition protocol.

The above shows that the classes C1, . . . , CM not only exclude the existence of a batched-parallel
composition protocol, but they also exclude all other known solutions. This implies that for this
classes of functions, every known approach—and generalizations thereof—fail to compute the par-
allel composition of the corresponding functionality in an FBB and round-preserving manner.

Theorem 6.7. Let M = O(κ). There exist n-party function-classes C1, . . . , CM and distributions
D1, . . . , DM, such that the following properties hold in the presence of a malicious adversary cor-
rupting any one of the parties:

1. The protocol that calls each WDi
flex(FCisfe) in parallel (once) until it terminates is not round-

preserving (i.e., its expected round complexity is asymptotically higher than that of the distri-
butions Di).

2. Any (Fsmt,WD1
flex(FC1sfe), . . . ,WDM

flex(FCM
sfe))-hybrid protocol for computing WD

flex(FC1sfe ‖ · · · ‖
FCM

sfe) has to make a meaningful call (i.e., a call that executes at least two rounds) to each PT
hybrid WDi

flex(FCisfe).

3. There exists no functionally black-box batched-parallel composition protocol for computing
WD

flex(FC1sfe ‖ · · · ‖ FCM
sfe) in the (Fsmt,WD1

flex(FC1sfe), . . . ,WDM
flex(FCM

sfe))-hybrid model, where D has
(asymptotically) the same expectation as D1, . . . , DM.

Proof. Let D1 = . . . = DM be the geometric distribution with parameter 1/2. (This means that the
expected round complexity of each WDi

flex(FCisfe) is constant.) Then, Property 1 follows immediately
from the observation in [5] (see also [16]), which implies that the expectation of the round complexity
of the naïve protocol that executes each functionality in parallel until its completion will be Θ(log M),
which is super-constant.

We next turn to Property 2. Toward proving it we first prove the following useful lemma.

Lemma 6.8. There exists a family of functions C = {fα}α∈{0,1}κ such that there exists no FBB
protocol for computing the family of (oracle-aided) n-party SFE-functionalities {Ffα}fα∈C, which
is secure against a semi-honest adversary corrupting any one of the n parties.

10Note that this does not mean that π is not round preserving as the calls might be in parallel.
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Proof. Let fα be the function that takes inputs x1 ∈ {0, 1}κ and x2 ∈ {0, 1}κ from P1 and P2,
respectively (and a default empty string λ from every Pj with j ∈ {3, . . . , n}) and outputs yi to
each Pi as follows:

• y1 =
{
x2 , if x1 ⊕ x2 = α
0κ , otherwise.

• y2 =
{
x1 , if x1 ⊕ x2 = α
0κ , otherwise.

• For every j ∈ {3, . . . , n}, yj =
{
x1 ⊕ x2 , if x1 ⊕ x2 = α
0κ , otherwise.

The argument that there exists no FBB protocol for the above function family is inspired by [43,
Theorem 1]. Concretely, assume toward contradiction that such a protocol π exists11 and consider
the following experiment. Pick x1, x2, α uniformly and independently at random and run πfα with
inputs x1 and x2 for P1 and P2, respectively, and input λ for all other parties. Then, we argue that
the following events have negligible probability of occurring (where the probability is taken over
the choice of x1, x2, α and the random coins r = (r1, . . . , rn) of the parties):

(A) Any of the parties (i.e., any of the πi’s) queries its oracle fα with (p, q, λ, . . . , λ) such that
p⊕ q = α.

(B) Any of the parties queries its oracle fα with (p, q, λ, . . . , λ) such that p⊕ q = x1 ⊕ x2.

The fact that (A) occurs with negligible probability is due to the fact that α is uniformly
random.

The fact that (B) occurs with negligible probability follows from the protocol’s privacy (and is,
in fact, independent of the distribution of α). Indeed, suppose that the probability that Pi makes
a query (p, q, λ, . . . , λ) such that p ⊕ q = x1 ⊕ x2 is noticeable (i.e., not negligible). Consider an
adversary corrupting Pi and outputting the list of values p⊕q, for each (p, q, λ, . . . , λ) that Pi makes
to its oracle. By assumption, this list will include x1 ⊕ x2 with noticeable probability. However,
in the ideal-world execution, the simulator, even if it knows α, will be unable to produce a list
of values containing x1 ⊕ x2 with noticeable probability, since x1 and x2 are chosen uniformly at
random, and a simulator corrupting a single party cannot learn both x1 and x2. This implies that
the above adversary cannot be simulated, which contradicts the protocol’s privacy.

Let now R denote the set of all (r, x1, x2, α) such that in the above experiment, neither event
(A) nor (B) occurs. From the above argument we know that Pr[(r, x1, x2, α) ∈ R] > 1− ν(κ), for
a negligible function ν.

Next, as in [43, Theorem 1], we consider the coupled experiment in which we use the same
r, x1, x2 as above, but run the protocol πfα∗ where α∗ = x1 ⊕ x2. As in [43, Theorem 1], we can
prove that this experiment proceeds identically as the original one (which, recall differs only on
the oracle calls); in particular, all oracle queries will be answered by 0κ to all parties. The reason
for this is that an oracle query (p, q, λ, . . . , λ) is answered by a value other than 0κ in the first
experiment only if p ⊕ q = α and in the second experiment only if p ⊕ q = x1 ⊕ x2, which for
the combinations of (r, x1, x2, α) ∈ R does not occur. This in particular implies that the output

11Note that by definition of FBB [57] protocols, π = (π1, . . . , πn) and each of the πi’s is an oracle machine which
can query the function fα is trying to compute (see Section 4).
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vector y = (y1, . . . , yn) that the parties P1, . . . , Pn receive from the protocol will be identical in
both experiments for (r, x1, x2, α) ∈ R.

It follows that, since Pr[(r, x1, x2, α) ∈ R] > 1− ν(κ), the distribution of y in both experiments
can be at most negligible apart. However, since the protocol is required to output the correct value
with overwhelming probability, in the first experiment (where x1, x2, α are uniformly distributed)
Pr[y = (0κ)n] = 1 − negl(κ) and in the second experiment (where α∗ = x1 ⊕ x2) Pr[y 6= (0κ)n] =
1−negl(κ). This creates a noticeable advantage in distinguishing the outputs of the two experiments
leading to contradiction.

Lemma 6.9. For the above function class C, let Ci = C for each i ∈ [M]. Then, any FBB protocol
for computing WD

flex(FC1sfe ‖ · · · ‖ FCM
sfe) with hybrid access to all WDi

flex(FCisfe)’s needs to invoke at
least two rounds of every hybrid WDi

flex(FCisfe).

Proof. Assume toward contradiction that there exists a protocol π computing WD
flex(FC1sfe ‖ · · · ‖

FCM
sfe) such that for some i, protocol π might execute at most one round of WDi

flex(FCisfe). We will
prove that no such protocol can exists for a uniformly random choice of ~α = (α1, . . . , αM).12 This
is sufficient, since by an averaging argument, it implies that there exists no such protocol that is
secure for all choices of ~α, as required by the definition in [57]. (Indeed, if there exists a protocol
that is secure for all choices of ~α (independent of ~α) there exists one that is secure for a randomly
chosen ~α.)

First, we observe that any call to a functionalityWDj
flex(FCjsfe) that executes less than two rounds

can be simulated by the protocol that does nothing during this execution (without of course increas-
ing the round complexity). The reason is that, by definition of flexibly wrapped CSFs (Section 2.2),
any such call gives no output (the first round is an input-only round). Thus, we can assume without
loss of generality that π makes no call to WDi

flex(FCisfe).
Next, observe that any protocol that computes WD

flex(FC1sfe ‖ · · · ‖ FCM
sfe) can be adjusted

to compute WDi
flex(FCisfe) for any i ∈ [M]. Indeed, one simply needs to invoke the protocol for

WD
flex(FC1sfe ‖ · · · ‖ FCM

sfe) and take its i’th output as the output of WDi
flex(FCisfe). Hence, π can

be trivially turned to a protocol for computing WDi
flex(FCisfe) (without ever accessing WDi

flex(FCisfe)).
Note that since we assume that π is FBB, the parties are given access to all other functionalities
WD1

flex(Ffα1
csf ), . . . ,WDi−1

flex (Ffαi−1
csf ),WDi+1

flex (Ffαi+1
csf ), . . . ,WDM

flex(FfαM
csf ), and can make oracle queries to

all underlying functions {fα1 , . . . , fαM} \ {fαi}.
Finally, we observe the argument of Lemma 6.8 can be easily extended to the above sce-

nario, where the aim is to compute {Ffαi}fαi∈C in an FBB manner, but where the par-
ties have oracle access to the function fαi (as required by the definition of FBB proto-
cols [57]) and, in addition, have oracle access to fα1 , . . . , fαi−1 , fαi+1 , . . . , fαM and ideal access to
WD1

flex(Ffα1
csf ), . . . ,WDi−1

flex (Ffαi−1
csf ),WDi+1

flex (Ffαi+1
csf ), . . . ,WDM

flex(FfαM
csf ). The reason is that the behavior

of functions fα1 , . . . , fαi−1 , fαi+1 , . . . , fαM is independent of fαi and can be therefore trivially sim-
ulated by means of an information-theoretic MPC protocol (recall we only have one corruption)
that implements a globally accessible oracle to fα1 , . . . , fαi−1 , fαi+1 , . . . , fαM and ideal functionalities
WD1

flex(Ffα1
csf ), . . . ,WDi−1

flex (Ffαi−1
csf ),WDi+1

flex (Ffαi+1
csf ), . . . ,WDM

flex(FfαM
csf ). (Since ~α is chosen uniformly at

random their role in computing fαi can be emulated by choosing independent αj ’s for j ∈ [M]\{i}.)
Thus, if there were a protocol which would compute {Ffαi}fαi∈C in the above hybrid world, then it
can be trivially converted to a protocol which does not access the hybrids or the oracle calls to the

12Consistently with [57], we assume that although ~α is chosen uniformly at random, it is known to the environment,
the adversary and the simulator in the proof (in particular, we can assume that the environment chooses ~α to be
uniformly random in each of the experiments and hands it to the adversary/simulator).
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functions other than fαi , which would contradict Lemma 6.8. Observe that the above extension is
independent of the round complexity, and adding a PT structure to the hybrids does not affect the
impossibility.

We complete the proof of the theorem by proving Property 3 for the above choice of C1, . . . , CM
and D1, . . . , DM.

Lemma 6.10. There exists no functionally black-box batched-parallel composition protocol for com-
puting WD

flex(FC1sfe ‖ · · · ‖ FCM
sfe) in the (Fsmt,WD1

flex(FC1sfe), . . . ,WDM
flex(FCM

sfe))-hybrid model, tolerating
a static adversary actively corrupting any one of the parties.

Proof. As before, it suffices to prove that there exists no batched-parallel composition protocol π
that is secure for computing WD

flex(Ffα1
sfe ‖ · · · ‖ F

fαM
sfe ) in the (Fsmt,WD1

flex(Ffα1
sfe ), . . . ,WDM

flex(FfαM
sfe ))-

hybrid model, for a uniformly random choice of ~α = (α1, . . . , αM).
Assume toward contradiction that such a protocol π exists, which is secure against a malicious

(i.e., active) adversary corrupting any one party, and assume without loss of generality that party
P1 is corrupted. Let (ρ, j), (ρ′, j′), and ` denote the values that are assumed to exists by the fact
that π is a batched-parallel composition protocol and denote by WDj

flex(F
fαj
sfe ) and WDj′

flex (F
fαj′
sfe ) the

corresponding functionalities indexed by j and j′. We will denote by x1 = (x1
1, . . . , x

M
1) ∈ ({0, 1}κ)M

the input of P1 and by x2 = (x1
2, . . . , x

M
2) ∈ ({0, 1}κ)M the input of P2 to WD

flex(Ffα1
sfe ‖ · · · ‖ F

fαM
sfe ).

Consider an environment that chooses all inputs to the parties uniformly at random but hands its
adversary the first κ−2 bits of the input x`2. (Recall that the batched-parallel composition requires
that P2 inputs x`2 to WDj

flex(F
fαj
sfe ) in round ρ and to WDj′

flex (F
fαj′
sfe ) in round ρ′.)

Denote the output from the evaluation of WD
flex(Ffα1

sfe ‖ · · · ‖ F
fαM
sfe ) as (y1, . . . ,yn), where

each yi = (y1
i , . . . , y

M
i ) is the output of Pi. Because all inputs are independently and uniformly

distributed, the simulator gains no information on the missing (i.e., last) two bits of x`2 neither
by using its knowledge of the α`, nor by the inputs and outputs of any of the parallelly composed
WD

flex(Ffα1
sfe ‖ · · · ‖ F

fαM
sfe ) other than its `’th output. In other words, the only way that the simulator

might learn additional information on the missing two last bits of the input x`2 of the honest party
P2 is from the corrupted P1’s `’th output y`1 of the ideal functionality WD

flex(Ffα1
sfe ‖ · · · ‖ F

fαM
sfe ).

In the analysis below we use the following notation. Given a string x = (x1, . . . , xm) ∈ {0, 1}m,
denote by x[i,. . . ,j], for i < j, the substring (xi, . . . , xj). Consider the following cases for the input
x`1 that S hands to the `’th functionality in WD

flex(Ffα1
sfe ‖ · · · ‖ F

fαM
sfe ):

1. x`1[1,. . . ,κ-2] 6= x`2[1,. . . ,κ-2] ⊕ α`[1,. . . ,κ-2]. In this case, by correctness of π, the `’th output y`1
equals 0κ independently of the last two bits of x`1. Hence, in this case the simulator is able
to output the last two bits of x`2 with probability 1/4 (i.e., the best he can do is guess).

2. x`1[1,. . . ,κ-2] = x`2[1,. . . ,κ-2]⊕ α`[1,. . . ,κ-2]. In this case, we consider the following event

E1 : x`1[κ-1,κ] = x`2[κ-1,κ]⊕ α`[κ-1,κ].

If E1 occurs, then the simulator will see that the output y`1 6= 0κ, so can output
x`2[κ-1,κ] = x`1[κ-1,κ] ⊕ α`[κ-1,κ] as his guess for the last two bits of x`2, which will al-
ways (with probability 1) be the correct guess (by definition of the function). Note that
Pr[E1] = 1/4 since the simulator knows α` (by the definition of FBB [57]) and has no
information on x`2[κ-1,κ].
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If E1 does not occur, then S will see that y`1 = 0κ, from which it can deduce that
x`2[κ-1,κ] 6= x`1[κ-1,κ] ⊕ α`[κ-1,κ], but gets no more information on x`2[κ-1,κ]. Hence, the
probability of outputting x`2[κ-1,κ] in this case is at most 1/3 (i.e., the probability of
guessing among the 2-bit strings that are not equal to x`1[κ-1,κ]⊕ α`[κ-1,κ]).

Hence, the total probability that a simulator outputs a correct guess for x`2[κ-1,κ] is

PS ≤ 1/4 + (3/4)(1/3) = 1/2.

To complete the proof, we will describe an adversary who outputs the two last bits of x`2,
i.e., x`2[κ-1,κ], with probability noticeably higher than 1/2; this implies a noticeable distinguishing
advantage between the real world and the ideal world.

The adversary chooses two different random two-bit strings b, b′ ∈ {0, 1}2 and inputs
(x`2[1,. . . ,κ-2], b) ⊕ αj on the execution of WDj

flex(F
fαj
sfe ) in round ρ and (x`2[1,. . . ,κ-2], b′) ⊕ αj′ on

the WDj′
flex (F

fαj′
sfe ) in round ρ′. Once the adversary receives P1’s outputs from the above two func-

tionalities (denote them as ŷ1,j and ŷ1,j′)13 he does the following: If ŷ1,j 6= 0κ or ŷ1,j′ 6= 0κ (an event
that happens with probability 1/2 since there are four possible two-bit strings and one of them
makes the output 6= 0κ) then the adversary outputs b⊕αj [κ-1,κ] (or b′⊕αj′ [κ-1,κ], respectively) as
his guess of the last two bits of x`2. By correctness of the protocol, except for negligible probability
the guess will be correct in this case. Otherwise, the adversary outputs a random string from
T = {00, 01, 10, 00} \ {b, b′}; the probability of outputting a correct guess in this case is 1/2 since
it has to be one of the strings in T . Hence, the overall probability that this adversary outputs the
right guess for the last two bits of x2 is 3/4−ν, where ν is a negligible function implied by the error
probabilities in the above protocol. Hence, the output of the adversary is distinguishable from the
output of the best simulator which contradicts the assumed security of π.

This completes the proof of Theorem 6.7.
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A Preliminaries (Cont’d)

A.1 Error-Correcting Secret Sharing

Definition A.1. A (t, n) error-correcting secret sharing (ECSS) scheme over a message space M
consists of a pair of algorithms (Share,Recon) satisfying the following properties:

1. t-privacy: For every m ∈ M, and every subset I ⊆ [n] of size |I| ≤ t, the distribution of
{si}i∈I is independent of m, where (s1, . . . , sn)← Share(m).

2. Reconstruction from up to t erroneous shares: For every m ∈ M, every s =
(s1, . . . , sn), and every s′ = (s′1, . . . , s′n) such that PrS←Share(m) [S = s] > 0 and |{i | si =
s′i}| ≥ n− t, it holds that m = Recon(s′) (except for a negligible probability).

ECSS can be constructed information-theoretically, with a negligible positive error probability,
when t < n/2 [56, 22, 12].

A.2 Information-Theoretic Signatures

Parts of the following section are taken almost verbatim from [42].

P-verifiable Information-Theoretic Signatures. We recall the definition and construction of
information-theoretic signatures [59, 58] but slightly modify the terminology to what we consider
to be more intuitive. The signature scheme (in particular the key-generation algorithm) needs to
know the total number of verifiers or alternatively the list P of their identities. Furthermore, as
usually for information-theoretic primitives, the key-length needs to be proportional to the number
of times that the key is used. Therefore, the scheme is parameterized by two natural numbers `S
and `V which will be upper bounds on the number of signatures that can be generated and verified,
respectively, without violating the security.

A P-verifiable signature scheme consists of a triple of randomized algorithms (Gen,Sign,Ver),
where:

1. Gen(1κ, n, `S , `V ) outputs a pair (sk, ~vk), where sk ∈ {0, 1}κ is a signing key, ~vk =
(vk1, . . . , vkn) ∈ ({0, 1}κ)n is a verification-key-vector consisting of (private) verification sub-
keys, and `S , `V ∈ N.

2. Sign(m, sk) on input a messagem and the signing-key sk outputs a signature σ ∈ {0, 1}poly(κ).
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3. Ver(m,σ, vki) on input a message m, a signature σ and a verification sub-key vki, outputs a
decision bit d ∈ {0, 1}.

Key Generation: The algorithm for key generation Gen(1κ, n, `S) is as follows:
1. For (j, k) ∈ {0, . . . , n − 1} × {0, . . . , `S}, choose aij ∈R F uniformly at random and set the

signing key to be (the description of) the multi-variate polynomial

sk := f(y1, . . . , yn−1, x) =
`S∑
k=0

a0,kx
k +

n−1∑
j=1

`S∑
k=0

aj,kyjx
k.

2. For i ∈ [n], choose vector ~vi = (vi,1, . . . , vi,n−1) ∈R Fn−1 uniformly at random and set the
i’th verification key to be

vki = (~vi, f~vi
(x)),

where f~vi
(x) = f(vi,1, . . . , vi,n−1, x).

Signature Generation: The algorithm for signing a message m ∈ F , given the above signing key, is
(a description of) the following polynomial

Sign(m, sk) := g(y1, . . . , yn−1) := f(y1, . . . , yn−1,m)

Signature Verification: The algorithm for verifying a signature σ = g(y1, . . . , yn) on a given message
m using the i’th verification key is

Ver(m,σ, vki) =
{

1, if g(~vi) = f~vi
(m)

0, otherwise

Figure 6: Construction of information-theoretic signatures [60]

Definition A.2. A P-verifiable signature scheme (Gen,Sign,Ver) is said to be information-
theoretically (`S , `V )-secure if it satisfies the following properties:

(completeness) A valid signature is accepted from any honest receiver:

Pr[Gen → (sk, (vk1, . . . , vkn)); for i ∈ [n] : (Ver(m, Sign(m, sk), vki) = 1)] = 1.

Let OSsk denote a signing oracle (on input m, OSsk outputs σ = Sign(m, sk)) and OV~vk denote a

verification oracle (on input (m,σ, i), OV~vk outputs Ver(m,σ, vki)). Also, let AO
S
sk ,OV~vk denote a

computationally unbounded adversary that makes at most `S calls to OSsk and at most `V calls
to OV~vk, and gets to see the verification keys indexed by some subset I ( [n]. The following
properties hold:

(unforgeability) AO
S
sk ,OV~vk cannot generate a valid signature on message m′ of his choice,

other than the one he queries OSsk on (except with negligible probability). Formally,

Pr


Gen → (sk, ~vk); for some I ( [n] chosen by AO

S
sk ,OV~vk :(

A
OSsk ,OV~vk

(
~vk|I

)
→ (m,σ, j)

)
∧ (m was not queried to OSsk) ∧

(j ∈ [n] \ I) ∧
(
Ver(m,σ, vkj) = 1

)
 = negl.

(consistency)14 AO
S
sk ,OV~vk cannot create a signature that is accepted by some (honest) party

and rejected by some other even after seeing `S valid signatures and verifying `V signatures
14This property is often referred to as transferability.
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(except with negligible probability). Formally,

Pr

 Gen → (sk, ~vk); for some I ( [n] chosen by AO
S
sk ,OV~vk (sk) :

A
OSsk ,OV~vk (sk, ~vk|I)→ (m,σ)

∃i, j ∈ [n] \ I s.t. Ver(m,σ, vki) 6= Ver(m,σ, vkj)

 = negl.

In [59, 60] a signature scheme satisfying the above notion of security was constructed. These
signatures have a deterministic signature generation algorithm Sign. In the following (Figure 6)
we describe the construction from [59] (as described by [60] but for a single signer). We point
out that the keys and signatures in the described scheme are elements of a sufficiently large finite
field F (i.e., |F | = O(2poly(κ)); one can easily derive a scheme for strings of length ` = poly(κ) by
applying an appropriate encoding: for example, map the i’th element of F to the i’th string (in
the lexicographic order) and vice versa. We say that a value σ is a valid signature on message m
(with respect to a given key setup (sk, ~vk)), if for every honest Pi it holds that Ver(m,σ, vki) = 1.

Theorem A.3 ([60]). Assuming |F | = Ω(2κ) and `S = poly(κ) the above signature scheme (Fig-
ure 6) is an information-theoretically (`S , poly(κ))-secure P-verifiable signature scheme.

B Synchronous Protocols in UC (Cont’d)
In this section, we give complementary material to Section 2.1 and in particular we include a high-
level overview of the formulation of synchronous UC from [46]. More concretely, Katz et al. [46]
introduced a framework for universally composable synchronous computation. For self contain-
ment we describe here the basics of the model and introduce some terminology that simplifies the
description of corresponding functionalities.

Synchronous protocols can be cast as UC protocols which have access to a special clock function-
ality Fclock, which allows them to coordinate round switches as described below, and communicate
over bounded-delay channels.15 In a nutshell, the clock functionality works as follows: It stores a
bit b which is initially set to 0 and it accepts from each party two types of messages: clock-update
and clock-read. The response to clock-read is the value of the bit b to the requestor. Each
clock-update is forwarded to the adversary, but it is also recorded, and upon receiving such a
clock-update message from all honest parties, the clock functionality updates b to b⊕ 1. It then
keeps working as above, until it receives again a clock-update message from all honest parties,
in which case it resets b to b⊕ 1 and so on.

Such a clock can be used as follows to ensure that honest parties remain synchronized, i.e.,
no honest party proceeds to the next round before all (honest) parties have finished the current
round: Every party stores a local variable where it keeps (its view of) the current value of the
clock indicator b. At the beginning of the protocol execution this variable is 0 for all parties.
In every round, every party uses all its activations (i.e., messages it receives) to complete all its
current-round instructions, and only then sends clock-update to the clock signaling to the clock
that it has completed its round; following clock-update, all future activations result to the party
sending clock-read to the clock until its bit b is flipped; once the party observes that the bit b
has flipped, it starts its next round. For the sake of clarity, we do not explicitly mention Fclock in
our constructions.

15As argued in [46], bounded-delay channels are essential as they allow parties to detect whether or not a message
was sent within a round.
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In [46], for each message that is to be sent in the protocol, the sender and the receiver are given
access to an independent single-use channel.16 We point out, that instead of the bounded-delay
channels, in this work we will assume very simple CSFs that take as input from the sender the
message he wishes to send (and a default input from other parties) and deliver the output to the
receiver in a fetch mode. Such a simple secure-channel SFE can be realized in a straightforward
manner from bounded-delay channels and a clock Fclock.

As is common in the synchronous protocols literature, throughout this work we will assume
that protocols have the following structure: In each round every party sends/receives a (potentially
empty) message to all parties and hybrid functionalities. Such a protocol can be described in UC in
a regular form using the methodology from [46] as follows: Let µ ∈ N denote the maximum number
of messages that any party Pi might send to all its hybrids during some round.17 Every party in
the protocol uses exactly µ activations in each round. That is, once a party Pi observes that the
round has changed, i.e., the indicator-bit b of the clock has being flipped, Pi starts its next round
as described above. However, this round finishes only after Pi receives µ additional activations.
Note that Pi uses these activations to execute his current round instructions; since µ is a bound
to the number of hybrids used in any round by any party, µ activations are enough for the party
to complete its round (If Pi finishes the round early, i.e., in less than µ activations, it simply does
nothing until the µ activations are received.) Once µ activations are received in the current round,
Pi sends clock-update to the clock and then keeps sending clock-read messages, as described
above, until it observes a flip of b indicating that Pi can go to the next round.

In addition to the regular form of protocol execution, Katz et al. [46] described a way of capturing
in UC the property that a protocol is guaranteed to terminate in a given number of rounds. The
idea is that a synchronous protocol in regular form, which terminates after r rounds, realizes the
following functionality F. The functionality F keeps track of the number of times every honest
party sends µ activations/messages and delivers output as soon as this has happened r times. More
concretely, imitating an r-round synchronous protocol with µ activations per party per round, upon
being instantiated, F initiates a global round-counter τ = 0 and an indicator variable τi := 0 for
each Pi ∈ P; as soon as some party Pi sends µ messages to F, while the round-counter τ is the
same, F sets τi := 1 and performs the following check:18 if τi = 1 for every honest Pi then increase
τ := τ + 1 and reset τi = 0 for all Pi ∈ P. As soon as τ = r, the functionality F enters a “delivery”
mode. In this mode, whenever a message fetch-output is received from some party Pi, F outputs
to Pi its output. (If F has no output to Pi is outputs ⊥.)

We refer to a functionality that has the above structure, i.e., which keeps track of the current
round τ by counting how many times every honest party has sent a certain number µ of messages,
as a synchronous functionality. To simplify the description of our functionalities, we introduce the
following terminology. We say that a synchronous functionality F is in round ρ if the current value
of the above internal counter in F is τ = ρ.

We note that protocols in the synchronous model of [46] enjoy the strong composition properties
of the UC framework. However, in order to have protocols being executed in a lock-step mode, i.e.,
where all protocols complete their round within the same clock-tick, Katz et al. [46] make use of
the composition with joint-state (JUC) [9]. The idea is the parties use an Fclock-hybrid protocol

16As pointed out in [46], an alternative approach would be to have a multi-use communication channel; as modeling
the actual communication network is out of the scope of the current work, we will use the more standard and formally
treated model of single-use channels from [46].

17In the simple case where the parties only use point-to-point channels, µ = 2(n− 1), since each party uses n− 1
channels as sender and n− 1 as receiver to exchange his messages for each round with all other n parties.

18To make sure that the simulator can keep track of the round index, F notifies S about each received input,
unless it has reached its delivery state defined below.
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π̂ that emulates toward each of the protocols, sub-clocks and assigns to each sub-clock a unique
sub-session ID (ssid). Each of these sub-clocks is local to its calling protocol, but π̂ makes sure that
it gives a clock-update to the actual (joint) clock functionality Fclock, only when all sub-clocks
have received such a clock-update message. This ensures that all clocks will switch their internal
bits at the same time with the bigger clock, which means that the protocols using them will be
mutually synchronized. This property can be formally proved by a direct application of the JUC
theorem. For further details the interested reader is referred to [46, 9].

C The Probabilistic-Termination Framework (Cont’d)
In this section, we provide supplementary material for Section 2.2.

C.1 Canonical Synchronous Functionalities

The description of the canonical synchronous functionality (CSF) is given in Figure 7. As a general-
ization of the SFE functionality, CSFs are powerful enough to capture any deterministic well-formed
functionality. In fact, all the basic (unwrapped) functionalities considered in this work will be CSFs.

The functionality Fcsf is parametrized by a (possibly) randomized function f that receives
n+ 1 inputs (n inputs from the parties and one additional input from the adversary) and a leakage
function l that determines what information about the input values is leaked to the adversary. In
the first (input) round, all the parties hand Fcsf their input values, and in the second (output)
round, each party receives its output. Whenever some input is submitted to Fcsf, the adversary
is given some leakage function of this input; the adversary can use this leakage for deciding which
parties to corrupt and which input values to use for corrupted parties. For example, in a broadcast
protocol such as [25] the adversary may decide to adaptively corrupt the broadcaster and replace
its message based on the leakage received. Additionally, the adversary is allowed to input an extra
message that for some functionalities (e.g.,Byzantine agreement) might affect the output.

Functionality Ff,lcsf(P)

Fcsf proceeds as follows, parametrized by a function f : ({0, 1}∗ ∪ {⊥})n+1 × R → ({0, 1}∗)n and a
leakage function l : ({0, 1}∗ ∪ {⊥})n → {0, 1}∗, and running with parties P = {P1, . . . , Pn} and S.

• Initially, set the input values x1, . . . , xn, output values y1, . . . , yn, and adversary’s value a to ⊥.

• In round ρ = 1:

– Upon receiving (adv-input, sid, v) from the adversary, set a← v.
– Upon receiving a message (input, sid, v) from some party Pi ∈ P, set xi ← v and send

(leakage, sid, Pi, l(x1, . . . , xn)) to the adversary.

• In round ρ = 2:

– Upon receiving (adv-input, sid, v) from the adversary, if y1 = . . . = yn = ⊥, set a ← v.
Otherwise, discard the message.

– Upon receiving (fetch-output, sid) from some party Pi ∈ P, if y1 = . . . = yn = ⊥, then choose
r ← R and compute (y1, . . . , yn) = f(x1, . . . , xn, a, r). Next, send (output, sid, yi) to Pi and
(fetch-output, sid, Pi) to the adversary.

Figure 7: The canonical synchronous functionality
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We now describe a few standard functionalities from the MPC literature as CSFs, we refer the
reader to [16] for additional examples.

Secure Message Transmission (aka Secure Channel). In the secure message trans-
mission (SMT) functionality, a sender Pi with input xi sends its input to a receiver Pj . The
function to compute is f i,jsmt(x1, . . . , xn, a) = (λ, . . . , xi, . . . , λ) (where xi is the value of the j’th
coordinate) and the leakage function is li,jsmt(x1, . . . , xn) = y, where y = |xi| in case Pj is honest
and y = xi in case Pj is corrupted. We denote by F i,jsmt the functionality Fcsf when parametrized
with the above functions f i,jsmt and li,jsmt, for sender Pi and receiver Pj .
Broadcast. In the (standard) broadcast functionality, a sender Pi with input xi distributes
its input to all the parties, i.e., the function to compute is f ibc(x1, . . . , xn, a) = (xi, . . . , xi).
The adversary only learns the length of the message xi before its distribution, i.e., the leakage
function is libc(x1, . . . , xn) = |xi|. This means that the adversary does not gain new information
about the input of an honest sender before the output value for all the parties is determined,
and in particular, the adversary cannot corrupt an honest sender and change its input after
learning the input message. We denote by F ibc the functionality Fcsf when parametrized with
the above functions f ibc and libc, for sender Pi.
Secure Function Evaluation. In the secure function evaluation functionality, the
parties compute a randomized function g(x1, . . . , xn), i.e., the function to compute is
fgsfe(x1, . . . , xn, a) = g(x1, . . . , xn). The adversary learns the length of the input values via
the leakage function, i.e., the leakage function is lsfe(x1, . . . , xn) = (|x1| , . . . , |xn|). We denote
by Fgsfe the functionality Fcsf when parametrized with the above functions fgsfe and lsfe, for
computing the n-party function g.

C.2 Reactive CSFs

We proceed to extend the notion of CSF to reactive CSFs (RCSFs), i.e., CSFs with multiple in-
put/output phases. Correspondingly, a reactive CSF is parametrized by two vectors of functions
f = (f1, . . . , fq) and l = (l1, . . . , lq). The description of reactive CSFs can be found in Figure 8.

Definition C.1. Let Ff ,l
rcsf be a reactive CSF, with f = (f1, . . . , fq) and l = (l1, . . . , lq), let

t < n/2, and let Π = (Share,Recon) be a (t, n) error-correcting secret-sharing scheme. For
every k ∈ [q], denote by f̃k the function that on inputs (x̃1, . . . , x̃n, a), with x̃i = (xi, si),
first reconstructs the state s = Recon(s1, . . . , sn), next samples random coins r and computes
(y1, . . . , yn) = fk(s, x1, . . . , xn, a, r), and finally shares the new state s′ = (s, x1, . . . , xn, a, r) as
(s′1, . . . , s′n)← Share(s′) and outputs ỹi = (yi, s′i) to Pi.

A protocol π UC-realizes WD
strict(F

f ,l
rcsf), for a vector of distributions D = (D1, . . . , Dq), if π

consists of q sub-protocols (π1, . . . , πq), such that for every k ∈ [q], sub-protocol πk UC-realizes
WDk

strict(F
f̃k,lk
csf ). In addition, each party Pi in π keeps a value si, initially set to ⊥, that is used as

the second input for each sub-protocol. Upon completing the execution of each sub-protocol, party
Pi updates si to be the second output value received.
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Functionality Ff ,l
rcsf(P)

Frcsf proceeds as follows, parametrized by two vectors of functions f = (f1, . . . , fq) and l = (l1, . . . , lq),
where fk :

(
({0, 1}∗ ∪ {⊥})n+1 ×R

)k → ({0, 1}∗)n and lk : (({0, 1}∗ ∪ {⊥})n)k → {0, 1}∗ for each
k ∈ [q], and running with parties P = {P1, . . . , Pn} and an adversary S.

• Initially, set the input values x1,1, . . . , xn,q, the output values y1,1, . . . , yn,q and the adversary’s
values a1, . . . , aq to ⊥; in addition, set the state s0 = ⊥.

• In round ρ = 2k − 1, with k ∈ [q]:

– Upon receiving (adv-input, sid, v) from the adversary, set ak ← v.
– Upon receiving a message (input, sid, v) from some party Pi ∈ P, set xi,k ← v and send

(leakage, sid, Pi, lk(x1,1, . . . , xn,k)) to the adversary.

• In round ρ = 2k, with k ∈ [q]:

– Upon receiving (adv-input, sid, v) from the adversary, if y1,k = . . . = yn,k = ⊥, set ak ← v.
Otherwise, discard the message.

– Upon receiving (fetch-output, sid) from some party Pi ∈ P, if y1,k = . . . = yn,k = ⊥,
then choose rk ← R and compute (y1,k, . . . , yn,k) = f(sk−1, x1,k, . . . , xn,k, ak, rk). Next, set,
sk = (sk−1, x1,k, . . . , xn,k, ak, rk) send (output, sid, yi,k) to Pi and (fetch-output, sid, Pi) to the
adversary.

Figure 8: The reactive canonical synchronous functionality

C.3 Execution Traces

As discussed in Section 2.2, a computation with probabilistic termination is modeled in [16] by aug-
menting CSFs that capture the actual computational task, with output-round randomizing wrappers
that capture the round structure of the protocol realizing the task. The underlying idea is to ensure
that an environment, that can always observe how many rounds the execution of a protocol takes,
will see an indistinguishable round structure in the corresponding ideal computation. Before for-
mally describing the wrappers in Appendix C.4, we illustrate the notion of execution traces, which
is central to enable the simulator emulating the round structure.

Recall that the randomizing wrappers are parametrized by a round sampler D, that may depend
on a specific protocol implementing the functionality. The round sampler D samples a round
number ρterm by which all parties are guaranteed to receive their outputs no matter what the
adversary strategy is. The strict wrapperWstrict ensures that all (honest) parties terminate together
in the round ρterm, whereas the flexible wrapper Wflex allows the adversary to deliver outputs to
individual parties at any time before round ρterm.

Consider an arbitrary functionality F that is realized by some protocol π. If F is to provide
guaranteed termination (whether probabilistic or not), it must enforce an upper bound on the
number of rounds that elapse until all parties receive their outputs. If the termination round of
π is not fixed (but may depend on random choices made during its execution), this upper bound
must be chosen according to the distribution induced by π.

Thus, in order to simulate correctly, the functionality F and π’s simulator S must coordinate
the termination round, and therefore, F must pass the upper bound it samples to S. However,
it is not sufficient to simply inform the simulator about the guaranteed-termination upper bound
ρterm. Intuitively, the reason is that protocol π may make probabilistic choices as to the order in
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which it calls its hybrids (and, even worse, these hybrids may even have probabilistic termination
themselves). Thus, F needs to sample the upper bound based on π and the protocols realizing the
hybrids called by π. As S needs to emulate the entire protocol execution, it is now left with the
task of trying to sample the protocol’s choices conditioned on the upper bound it receives from
F. In general, however, it is unclear whether such a reverse sampling can be performed in (strict)
polynomial time.

To avoid this issue and allow for an efficient simulation, we have F output all the coins that
were used for sampling the round ρterm to S. Because S knows the round-sampler algorithm, it can
reproduce the entire computation of the sampler and use it in its simulation. In fact, as we discuss
below, it suffices for our proofs to have F output a trace of its choices to the simulator instead of
all the coins that were used to sample this trace.

Execution traces. As mentioned above, in the synchronous communication model, the execution
of the ideal functionality must take the same number of rounds as the protocol. For example,
suppose that the functionality F in our illustration above is used as a hybrid by a higher-level
protocol π′. The functionality G realized by π′ must, similarly to F, choose an upper bound on the
number of rounds that elapse before parties obtain their outputs. However, this upper bound now
depends not only on π′ itself but also on π (in particular, when π is a probabilistic-termination
protocol).

Given the above, the round sampler of a functionality needs to keep track of how the function-
ality was realized. This can be achieved via the notion of a trace. A trace basically records which
hybrids were called by a protocol, and in a recursive way, for each hybrid, which hybrids would
have been called by a protocol realizing that hybrid. The recursion ends with the hybrids that are
“assumed” by the model, called atomic functionalities (in this paper atomic functionalities are the
secure point-to-point communication functionality and the correlated-randomness functionality for
broadcast).

Building on our running illustration above, suppose protocol π′ (realizing G) makes ideal hybrid
calls to F and to some atomic functionality H. Assume that in an example execution, π′ happens
to make (sequential) calls to instances of H and F in the following order: F, then H, and finally
F again. Moreover, assume that F is replaced by protocol π (realizing F) and that π happens to
make two (sequential) calls to H upon the first invocation by π′, and three (sequential) calls to H
the second time. (We assume that both π and π′ call exactly one hybrid in every round.) Then,
this would result in the trace depicted in Figure 9.

G

F H F

H H H H
π

π′

π

H

Figure 9: Example of an execution trace

Assume that π is a probabilistic-termination protocol and π′ a deterministic-termination pro-
tocol. Consequently, this means that F is in fact a flexibly wrapped functionality of some CSF F ′,
i.e., F =WDF

flex (F ′), where the distribution DF samples (from a distribution induced by π) depth-1
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traces with root WDF
flex (F ′) and leaves H.19 Similarly, G is a strictly wrapped functionality of some

CSF G′, i.e., G =WDG
strict(G′), where the distribution DG first samples (from a distribution induced

by π′) a depth-1 trace with rootWDG
strict(G′) and leavesWDF

flex (F ′) as well as H. Then, each leaf node
WDF

flex (F′) is replaced by a trace (independently) sampled from DF . Thus, the example trace from
Figure 9 would look as in Figure 10.

WDG
strict(G′)

H

H H H H
π

π′

π

H

WDF
flex(F ′) WDF

flex(F ′)

Figure 10: An execution trace with probabilistic-termination and deterministic-termination proto-
cols

C.4 Strict and Flexible Wrappers

This section contains the definitions of the strict wrapper Wstrict and of the flexible wrapper Wflex.

Wrapper Functionality WD
strict(F)

Wstrict, parametrized by an efficiently sampleable distribution D, internally runs a copy of F and
proceeds as follows:

• Initially, sample a trace T ← D and compute the output round ρterm ← ctr(T ). Send (trace, sid, T )
to the adversary.a

• At all times, forward (adv-input, sid, ·) messages from the adversary to F.

• In round ρ = 1: Forward (input, sid, ·) messages from each party Pi ∈ P to F. In addition, forward
(leakage, sid, ·) messages from F to the adversary.

• In rounds ρ > 1: Upon receiving a message (fetch-output, sid) from some party Pi ∈ P, proceed
as follows:

– If ρ = ρterm, forward the message to F, and the response (output, sid, yi) to Pi.
– Else, send (fetch-output, sid, Pi) to the adversary.

aTechnically, the trace is sent to the adversary at the first activation of the functionality along with the
first message.

Figure 11: The strict wrapper functionality

Strict-wrapper functionality. The strict-wrapper functionality, formally defined in Figure 11,
is parametrized by (a sampler that induces) a distribution D over traces, and internally runs a copy

19Note that the root node of the trace sampled from DF is merely labeled by WDF
flex (F ′), i.e., this is not a circular

definition.
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of a CSF functionality F. Initially, a trace T is sampled from D; this trace is given to the adversary
once the first honest party provides its input. The trace T is used by the wrapper to define the
termination round ρterm ← ctr(T ). In the first round, the wrapper forwards all the messages from
the parties and the adversary to (and from) the functionality F. Next, the wrapper essentially
waits until round ρterm, with the exception that the adversary is allowed to send (adv-input, sid, ·)
messages and change its input to the function computed by the CSF. Finally, when round ρterm
arrives, the wrapper provides the output generated by F to all parties.

Flexible-wrapper functionality. The flexible-wrapper functionality, defined in Figure 12, fol-
lows in similar lines as the strict wrapper. The difference is that the adversary is allowed to instruct
the wrapper to deliver the output to each party at any round. In order to accomplish this, the
wrapper assigns a termination indicator termi, initially set to 0, to each party. Once the wrapper
receives an (early-output, sid, ·) request from the adversary for Pi, it sets termi ← 1. Now, when
a party Pi sends a (fetch-output, sid) request, the wrapper checks if termi = 1, and lets the party
receive its output in this case (by forwarding the (fetch-output, sid) request to F). When the
guaranteed-termination round ρterm arrives, the wrapper provides the output to all parties that did
not receive it yet.

Wrapper Functionality WD
flex(F)

Wflex, parametrized by an efficiently sampleable distribution D, internally runs a copy of F and
proceeds as follows:

• Initially, sample a trace T ← D and compute the output round ρterm ← ctr(T ). Send (trace, sid, T )
to the adversary.a In addition, initialize termination indicators term1, . . . , termn ← 0.

• At all times, forward (adv-input, sid, ·) messages from the adversary to F.

• In round ρ = 1: Forward (input, sid, ·) messages from each party Pi ∈ P to F. In addition, forward
(leakage, sid, ·) messages from F to the adversary.

• In rounds ρ > 1:

– Upon receiving (fetch-output, sid) from some party Pi ∈ P, proceed as follows:
∗ If termi = 1 or ρ = ρterm (and Pi did not receive output yet), forward the message to F, and

the output (output, sid, yi) to Pi.
∗ Else, send (fetch-output, sid, Pi) to the adversary.

– Upon receiving (early-output, sid, Pi) from the adversary, set termi ← 1.

aTechnically, the trace is sent to the adversary at the first activation of the functionality along with the
first message.

Figure 12: The flexible wrapper functionality

C.5 Slack-Tolerant Wrappers

Slack-tolerant strict wrapper. The slack-tolerant strict wrapper WD,c
sl-strict, formally defined in

Figure 13, is parametrized by an integer c ≥ 0, which denotes the amount of slack tolerance that
is added, and a distribution D over traces. The wrapper Wsl-strict is similar to Wstrict but allows
parties to provide input within a window of 2c+1 rounds and ensures that they obtain output with
the same slack they started with. The wrapper essentially increases the termination round by a
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factor of Bc = 3c+ 1, which is due to the slack-tolerance technique used to implement the wrapped
version of the atomic parallel SMT functionality (see [16]).

Wrapper Functionality WD,c
sl-strict(F)

Wsl-strict, parametrized by an efficiently sampleable distribution D and a non-negative integer c, in-
ternally runs a copy of F and proceeds as follows:

• Initially, sample a trace T ← D and compute the output round ρterm ← Bc·ctr(T ), where Bc = 3c+1.
Send (trace, sid, T ) to the adversary.a Initialize slack counters c1, . . . , cn ← 0.

• At all times, forward (adv-input, sid, ·) messages from the adversary to F.

• In rounds ρ = 1, . . . , 2c+ 1: Upon receiving a message from some party Pi ∈ P, proceed as follows:

– If the message is (input, sid, ·), forward it to F, forward the (leakage, sid, ·) message F subse-
quently outputs to the adversary, and set Pi’s local slack ci ← ρ− 1.

– Else, send (fetch-output, sid, Pi) to the adversary.

• In rounds ρ > 2c + 1: Upon receiving a message (fetch-output, sid) from some party Pi ∈ P,
proceed as follows:

– If ρ = ρterm + ci, send the message to F, and the output (output, sid, yi) to Pi.
– Else, send (fetch-output, sid, Pi) to the adversary.

aTechnically, the trace is sent to the adversary at the first activation of the functionality along with the
first message.

Figure 13: The slack-tolerant strict wrapper functionality

Slack-tolerant flexible wrapper. The slack-tolerant flexible wrapper WD,c
sl-flex, formally defined

in Figure 14, is parametrized by an integer c ≥ 0, which denotes the amount of slack tolerance that
is added, and a distribution D over traces. The wrapperWsl-flex is similar toWflex but allows parties
to provide input within a window of 2c+ 1 rounds and ensures that all honest parties will receive
their output within two consecutive rounds. The wrapper essentially increases the termination
round to

ρterm = Bc · ctr(T ) + 2 · flextr(T ) + c,

where the blow-up factor Bc is as explained above, and the additional factor of 2 results from the
termination protocol of Bracha [7] used for every flexibly wrapped CSF, which increases the round
complexity by at most two additional rounds (recall that flextr(T ) denotes the number of such
CSFs), and c is due to the potential slack. Wsl-flex allows the adversary to deliver output at any
round prior to ρterm but ensures that all parties obtain output with a slack of at most one round.
Moreover, it allows the adversary to obtain the output using the (get-output, sid) command, which
is necessary in order to simulate the termination protocol.
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Wrapper Functionality WD,c
sl-flex(F)

Wsl-flex, parametrized by an efficiently sampleable distribution D and a non-negative integer c, inter-
nally runs a copy of (the public-output functionality) F and proceeds as follows:

• Initially, sample a trace T ← D and compute the output round ρterm ← Bc · ctr(T ) + 2 · flextr(T ) +
c, where Bc = 3c + 1. Send (trace, sid, T ) to the adversary.a Initialize termination indicators
term1, . . . , termn ← 0.

• At all times, forward (adv-input, sid, ·) messages from the adversary to F.

• In rounds ρ = 1, . . . , 2c+ 1: Upon receiving a message from some party Pi ∈ P, proceed as follows:

– If the message is (input, sid, ·), send it to F and forward the (leakage, sid, ·) message F subse-
quently outputs to the adversary.

– Else, send (fetch-output, sid, Pi) to the adversary.

• In rounds ρ > 2c+ 1:

– Upon receiving a message (fetch-output, sid) from some party Pi ∈ P, proceed as follows:
∗ If termi = 1 or ρ = ρterm, forward the message to F, and the output (output, sid, y) to Pi.

Record the output value y.
∗ Else, output (fetch-output, sid, Pi) to the adversary.

– Upon receiving (get-output, sid) from the adversary, if the output value y was not recorded yet,
send (fetch-output, sid) to F on behalf of some party Pi. Next, send (output, sid, y) to the
adversary.

– Upon receiving (early-output, sid, Pi) from the adversary, set termi ← 1 and ρterm ←
min{ρterm, ρ+ 1}.

aTechnically, the trace is sent to the adversary at the first activation of the functionality along with the
first message.

Figure 14: The slack-tolerant flexible wrapper functionality

C.6 Compilers and Composition Theorems

Deterministic-termination compiler. Let F,F1, . . . ,Fm be canonical synchronous function-
alities, and let π be an SNF protocol that UC-realizes the strictly wrapped functionalityWD

strict(F),
for some depth-1 distributionD, in the (F1, . . . ,Fm)-hybrid model, assuming that all honest parties
receive their inputs at the same round. The compiler Compcdt, parametrized with a slack parame-
ter c ≥ 0, receives as input the protocol π and distributions D1, . . . , Dm over traces and replaces
every call to a CSF Fi with a call to the wrapped CSF WDi,c

sl-strict(Fi). We denote the output of the
compiler by π′ = Compcdt(π,D1, . . . , Dm).

The compiled protocol π′ realizesWDfull,c
sl-strict(F), for a suitably adapted distributionDfull, assuming

all parties start within c+1 consecutive rounds. Consequently, the compiled protocol π′ can handle
a slack of up to c rounds while using hybrids that are realizable themselves. Calling the wrapped
CSFs instead of the original CSFs F1, . . . ,Fm affects the trace corresponding to F. The new trace
Dfull = full-trace(D,D1, . . . , Dm) is obtained as follows:

1. Sample a trace T ← D, which is a depth-1 tree with a root label WD
strict(F) and leaves from

the set {F1, . . . ,Fm}.
2. Construct a new trace T ′ with a root label WDfull,c

sl-strict(F).
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3. For each leaf node F ′ = Fi, for some i ∈ [m], sample a trace Ti ← Di and append the trace
Ti to the first layer in T ′ (i.e., replace the node F′ with Ti).

4. Output the resulting trace T ′.

To illustrate what a full trace is, consider a two-round SFE protocol π that uses a broad-
cast channel in both rounds (e.g., the protocol from [20] that is adaptively secure and guaran-
tees output delivery). That is, the SNF protocol π is defined in the Fpbc-hybrid model, where
Fpbc is an uninstantiable two-round CSF.20 The distribution Dπ outputs a trace consisting of a
root labeled with WDπ

strict(Fsfe), and two (ordered) children (Fpbc,Fpbc). Now, consider the com-
piled protocol π′ = Compcdt(π,D1, D2), where D1 and D2 are the distributions corresponding to
the protocol of Dolev and Strong [25], consisting of t + 1 point-to-point rounds, i.e., a root la-
beled with WD1,c

sl-strict(Fpbc), and (t + 1)(3c + 1) (ordered) children (Fpsmt, . . . ,Fpsmt) (recall that
each round is replaced by 3c + 1 rounds to support a slack of c rounds). Then, the full trace
Dfull
π = full-trace(Dπ, D1, D2) outputs a root labeled withWDfull

π ,c
sl-strict(Fsfe) with two (ordered) children

WD1,c
sl-strict(Fpbc) and WD2,c

sl-strict(Fpbc), each has (t+ 1)(3c+ 1) (ordered) children (Fpsmt, . . . ,Fpsmt).
(To simplify the example and focus on the meaning of a full trace, we swipe some details under the
rug, such as the correlated randomness functionality that is needed for the protocol from [20] and
that the protocol from [25] achieves unfair broadcast rather than broadcast.)

Probabilistic-termination compiler. Let F,F1, . . . ,Fm be canonical synchronous functional-
ities, and let π be an SNF protocol that UC-realizes the flexibly wrapped functionality WD

flex(F)
in the (F1, . . . ,Fm)-hybrid model, for some depth-1 distribution D, assuming all parties start at
the same round. Define the following compiler Compcptr, parametrized by a slack parameter c ≥ 0.
The compiler receives as input the protocol π, distributions D1, . . . , Dm over traces, and a subset
I ⊆ [m] indexing which CSFs Fi are to be wrapped withWsl-flex and which withWsl-strict; every call
in π to a CSF Fi is replaced with a call to the wrapped CSF WDi,c

sl-flex(Fi) if i ∈ I or to WDi,c
sl-strict(Fi)

if i /∈ I.
In addition, the compiler adds the termination procedure, based on an approach originally

suggested by Bracha [7], which ensures all honest parties will terminate within two consecutive
rounds:

• As soon as a party is ready to output a value y (according to the prescribed protocol) or upon
receiving at least t+ 1 messages (end, sid, y) for the same value y (whichever happens first),
it sends (end, sid, y) to all parties.

• Upon receiving n − t messages (end, sid, y) for the same value y, a party outputs y as the
result of the computation and halts.

This termination technique only applies to public-output functionalities; therefore, only CSFs
with public output can be wrapped by Wsl-flex. We denote the output of the compiler by
π′ = Compcptr(π,D1, . . . , Dm, I).

The compiled protocol π′ UC-realizes the wrapped functionality WDfull,c
sl-flex (F), for the adapted

distribution Dfull = full-trace(D,D1, . . . , Dm). Consequently, the compiled protocol π′ can handle
a slack of up to c rounds, while using hybrids that are realizable themselves, and ensuring that the
output slack is at most one round (as opposed to π). Calling the wrapped hybrids instead of the

20A recent lower bound shows that Byzantine agreement is unlikely to be realized in two rounds, even in expec-
tation [19].
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CSFs affects the trace corresponding to F in exactly the same way as in the case with deterministic
termination.21

The probabilistic-termination compiler Compcptr is suitable for SNF protocols that implement
a flexibly wrapped functionality, e.g., the (adjusted) protocol of Feldman and Micali [27] that
realizes randomized Byzantine agreement. Indeed, such protocols introduce new slack; hence, the
slack-reduction technique described above is needed to control the new slack and reduce it to
c = 1. As pointed out in [16], in some cases the SNF protocol may realize a strictly wrapped
functionality; however, some of the hybrids are to be wrapped using the flexible wrapper. An
example for the latter type of probabilistic-termination protocols is the BGW protocol [6] that has
deterministic termination in the broadcast model, yet, once the broadcast channel is implemented
using randomized protocols, the obtained protocol has probabilistic termination. For that reason,
a second probabilistic-termination compiler Compcpt, without the slack-reduction procedure, was
introduced in [16].

To continue with our illustration, consider again a two-round SFE protocol π that uses a broad-
cast channel in both rounds, where the distribution Dπ outputs a trace consisting of a root labeled
with WDπ

strict(Fsfe) and two (ordered) children (Fpbc,Fpbc). Now, instead of using the protocol of
Dolev and Strong [25], consider the parallel-broadcast protocol from Theorem 3.5 that consists of r
constant-round phases, followed by two rounds for slack-reduction; the number of rounds in a phase
is denoted by const, and the number of phases r is sampled from a geometric distribution. The com-
piled protocol is π′ = Compcpt(π,D1, D2), where D1 and D2 are the distributions that output a root
labeled withWD1,c

sl-flex(Fpbc), and r ·const·(3c+1)+2 (ordered) children (Fpsmt, . . . ,Fpsmt), where r is
sampled from the corresponding geometric distribution (recall that each round is replaced by 3c+1
rounds to support a slack of c rounds). Then, the full trace Dfull

π = full-trace(Dπ, D1, D2) outputs a
root labeled withWDfull

π ,c
sl-flex (Fsfe) with two (ordered) childrenWD1,c

sl-flex(Fpbc) andWD2,c
sl-flex(Fpbc), where

the first child has r1 · const · (3c+ 1) + 2 (ordered) children (Fpsmt, . . . ,Fpsmt) and the second child
has r2 · const · (3c+ 1) + 2 (ordered) children (Fpsmt, . . . ,Fpsmt), where r1 and r2 are independently
sampled from the corresponding geometric distribution.

21Of course, the root of the trace T sampled from D is a flexibly wrapped functionality WD,c
sl-flex(F) in the

probabilistic-termination case.
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